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Imes falls short
in bid to secure
GOP treasurer spot
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Murray's Kenny Imes said he
knew he would be in for an
uphill battle, regardless of how
well he campaigned.
Tuesday night, that showed as
the 5th District state representative's bid to secure the
Republican Party's nomination
for Kentucky State Treasurer
came up short. With 99 percent
of the vote tallied late Tuesday.
Prestonsburg attorney Allison
Ball had just about sealed an
easy victory in the Republican
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GOVERNOR
(D) Jack Conway 1.284, Geoff
Young 328, (R) James Corner 490,
Matt Bevin 417, Hal Heiner 132, Will
T. Scott 32.
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STATE TREASURER
(D) Rick Nelson 503, Neville
Blackmore 404, Richard Henderson
198, Jim Glenn 172, Daniel
Grossberg 147,(R) Kenny Imes 874
Allison Ball 114, Jon Larson 52
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Tab Brockman is using every
possible means of communication this week to relay a simple
m e s sage.
"The
pool
will be
open on
Saturday !"
Rite ••tion
'Wiretil lust II Nart"

man
a n
said forcefully during Monday:
night's monthly meeting of the!
Murray-Calloway County Park
Board and he was repeating it
Tuesday morning, as he probably will continue to do right up
to the 2015 season opening for
the Murray-Calloway County
Pool at 11 a.m. Saturday in
Central Park.
Why is Brockman so
adamant in this quest? Well, in
case folks in Murray and
Calloway County and surrounding areas have been'
JOHN WRIGHT/ Ledger & Times sleeping under a rock the past
Murray-Calloway County Parks & Recreation Aquatics Director Mike Sykes, right, uses a vacuum to remove debris on the year or so, the pool, more thari
floor, while son Liam, 6, uses a skimmer to remove debris from the surface Tuesday morning at the Murray-Calloway County
Pool in Central Park. The pool, after a rocky road in the off season, will, in fact, open for the 201 5 season at 11 a.m. Saturday.
•See Page 2A

GOP gubernatorial race ends too close to call
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By ADAM BEAM
Associated Press

SECRETARY OF STATE
(D) Alison Lundergan Grimes 1,061,
Charles Lovett 579
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Submit to one another out
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Murray-Calloway Pool
opens for '15 Saturday

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court Tuesday became the first
local government entity to
approve a memorandum of
understanding in regards to an
ongoing dispute concerning
extrication of wreck victims by
local rescue personnel.
By unanimous vote, the magistrates gave the go-ahead for an
agreement that involves the
County
Murray-Calloway
Ambulance Service, the Murray
Fire Department and Calloway
County Fire-Rescue regarding
response to wrecks with injuries
that require extrication outside
of the city. This is not the end of
the matter, as the Murray City
Council will have to also
approve the memorandum at a
later date.
In the past. MFD has provided
extrication service for wrecks
occurring in the county, but
Murray Mayor Jack Rose opted
to discontinue that arrangement
several weeks ago.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's volatile Republican primary for governor ended in a virtual tie Tuesday night as only a handful of votes separated Matt Bevin
and James Comer.
Republicans Hal Heiner and Will
T. Scott conceded early, and it
appeared Bevin was headed to an
improbable victory following his
lopsided loss to U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell in last year's primary.
But Corner surged ahead by a narrow margin following returns from
the western part of the state, including large margins in Warren
County, where Republican presidential candidate Rand Paul lives.
The Secretary of State's office
was unsure how many ballots from

II See Page 3A

AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times

Jane Easley, a poll worker for the Clayton Creek polling station in Calloway County
waits in line to turn in her ballot results Tuesday evening at the Calloway County
Cleric's Office inside the Calloway County Courthouse in downtown Murray.

Commission OK's storage units preliminary plat
By HAVVKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Murray Planning Commission
voted Tuesday to approve a preliminary
plat for proposed storage units on South
12th Street and to recommend the rezoning of a tract of land on Chestnut Street.
After a public hearing, the commission
voted 6-1 to approve a preliminary plat
for a planned development project for

commercial storage units at 713 S. 12th
St. The project is being developed by T.C.
Dinh, and was first presented to the
Planning Commission and Board of
Zoning Adjustments on March 17 and 18
for advisory and compatibility hearings.
During the two meetings, the proposal
consisted of six buildings ranging from
22-18 units each, with a combined total of
130 storage units. The plan has been
altered since it was last reviewed, and the

preliminary plat now depicts four buildings running vertical north to south, while
they' were originally shown running parallel east to west. Each building contains 24
units, totaling at 96 storage units altogether. The east side of the property borders
an R-2 (single family residential) zone
and adequate screening would have to be
planned for in order for this project to
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III Imes falls short, GOP treasurer...

WEATHER

Daly Forecast
Sif,108
The Natkisal W.
percent
50
A
Wednesday:
chance of showers and thunderstorms, mainly after 3 p.m.
Increasing clouds, with a high
near 71. L_ight east wind.
Night: A
Wednesday
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Cloudy, with a low
around 51. Calm wind. Chance
of precipitation is 40 percent.

Thursday: A 10 percent
chance of showers before 7
a.m. Partly sunny, with a high
near 67. Calm wind becoming
north around 5 mph in the afternoon.
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 48.
North northwest wind around 5
mph becoming cairn in the
evening.
Friday: Sunny, with a high
near 72. Calm wind becoming
northeast around 6 mph in the
morning.
Friday Night: Partly cloudy,
with a low around 54. Light
northeast wind.
Saturday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 79. East southeast
wind 3 to 6 mph.
Saturday Night: A slight
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly cloudy, with a low
around 62. East wind 3 to 5
mph.

III Commission...
From Front
move forward,the report from the
planning department staff said.
After the board had some discussion of exterior lighting,
Anne
Mary
Commissioner
Medlock, who voted against the
plat, suggested having no lighting
or minimal lighting, although she
noted that might be considered
sobjective. The project will go to
the Board of Zoning Adjustments
tbday at its 4:30 p.m. meeting to
be considered for a conditional
use permit so the units could be
located in a B-2 (highway business) zone.
After a public hearing, the commission unanimously voted to
forward a recommendation to the
Murray City Council to grant a
request to rezone 3.89 acres of a
16.59-acre tract of land at 402
Chestnut Street from B-2 to R-2
(single family residential). The
staff report said Robert Bourque
)s planning to develop the proper!), into a single family residential
subdivision called Chestnut
Village Subdivision. The property
is currently zoned R-2 and B-2
(highway commercial), with the
3.89 acres zoned B-2 located in
the northeast corner of the property fronting North Fourth Street,
the staff report said.
The property has been zoned B-

2 since the mid 1970s, when
approximately 350 feet west of
North Fourth Street was rezoned
from residential to commercial,
leaving a number of properties
with split zoning, the staff report
said. Bourque stated in his request
that he believes the existing zoning classification is inappropriate
and that the proposed change to
R-2 would be a better fit.
In other business:
• Commissioners discussed
their intention to establish a monitoring committee to review the
city's comprehensive plan.
• Commissioners agreed to take
on a request made last month by
the BZA for the Planning
Commission to review the zoning
of some neighborhoods in the
area of Miller and Farmer
avenues, where there have been
many requests for conditional use
permits in the last few years for
non-related people to live together. The commission may eventually make a zoning recommendation to the city council.
• Commissioner Loretta Jobs
said she wanted to clarify that she
was in favor of the Taylor Court
Subdivision, but had voted
against the preliminary plat last
month because the sidewalk
requirement had been waived.
Medlock said she had voted no
for the same reason.

From Front
primary election, claiming 47
percent of the vote (84,516
votes), compared to 31 percent
for Lexington attorney Jon
Larson. Imes was in third with
22 percent, having earned 40,449
votes.
from
"Being
western
Kentucky, it's just a little harder
to compete," Imes said of how
both of his opponents live in
areas much closer to media
establishments in larger communities. "I do feel pretty good
about our campaign. I thought
we got our message out, but
Allison had a great advantage in
that she got in the race well
before Jon and I did. And I was
the last one to file (in late
January, near the filing deadline).
"They actually talked about
that (on KET's statewide television coverage of the election)
just now."
Imes and wife Mary Beth
opted for a quiet night together in
the living room of their house
just north of Murray Tuesday as
they reflected on what had been a
whirlwind last several months.
Imes opted for a strategy of concentrating most of his efforts on
the northern part of the commonwealth, as well as the far-eastern
reaches, figuring he would do
well in his home areas in the
west end of the Bluegrass State.
"The thing is, though,I'm really not all that well known outside

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

Imes, right, relaxes on a
Republican Party candidate for Kentucky State Treasurer Kenny
returns in the quiet of
election
couch with his wife Mary Beth Tuesday night as they watch
up short, but he said
came
nomination
their home near Murray. Imes bid to claim the GOP
commonwealth.
the
he felt good about how he had campaigned throughout

Kentucky voter turnout •Pool
surpasses expectations From Front
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Turnout for Kentucky's primary election surpassed original projections and
reached more than 12.5 percent by the
time most of the votes were counted.
The secretary of state's website said
more than 399900 ballots were cast
out of 3.1 million registered voters.
Voters chose nominees for their parties
for the fall races for governor,attorney
general. secretary of state, treasurer
and agriculture commissioner.
Spokeswoman Lynn Zellen said earlier that an increase in absentee voting
over the last several days has led officials to hope that more than 10 percent
of voters would turn out.
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and even Logan County? I'm not tmonths agreed.
"There really was nothing else
really a household name. My felcould've done.! don't think,"
we
particme,
low legislators know
ularly on the Republican side, said Mary Beth, who actually
but that's just not true of the actu- made solo appearances on
al voters, I don't think. That said, Kenny's behalf on nights where
I wouldn't have changed a he was making appearances elsewhere. "I didn't speak at those,
thing."
I loved just getting to meet
but
to
traveled
Mary Beth, who
many of the campaign stops her the people. That was the best
husband made the past several part."

of my true home area, which is
maybe reaching just east of the
lakes," he said, even though he
did hold the deputy secretary's
spot of the Kentucky Department
of Natural Resources in the
1980s, after he had served the
first four of his six terms as state
representative.
"You get into places like
Henderson and Bowling Green

opens...

40 years old now, has had some
issues. It has had water leaks, its
liner has undergone repairs and
numerous other issues have
made the road to this Saturday
bumpy. Just last fall, in fact, the
pool was at the center of a proposed parks tax that voters
rejected.
All along, though, one issue
has been at the center of the
concern, and Brockman now
believes that has been satisfied.
"The pool is safe," he said
Tuesday, another phrase he has
been saying quite often since
April when a Missouri pool firm
made that exact declaration after
an inspection of the facility. "It
was a relief for sure, for everyone. Simply, you have so many
people who use this pool. I
mean there have literally been
thousands of people who have
learned to swim in that pool
over the years.
"It would be a shame not to
have it available for use."
Brockman said. the facility is
responsible for an average of
more than 17,000 visitors a
year, which not only includes
users from its main draw of
Murray and Calloway County.
This also includes surrounding
areas, such as Henry County,
Tennessee, as well as Graves
and Marshall counties, something that also provides an
added for local businesses, such
as restaurants and convenience
stores/gas stations.
"When you have something
like that, everybody wants to
make sure the pool is safe, and,
even though things got a little
interesting, I really feel like
everybody was on the same

page with that," he said.
"I always knew that it probably would open," said MurrayCalloway County Parks &
Recreation Aquatics Director
Mike Sykes, who is entering his
26th year on that post. "We do
have water loss (estimates have
been between 1,500 and as
many as 9,000 gallon), but we'll
deal with it. The bottom line is
that the pool is not going to fall
in or anything like that.
"It's held up for a lot of years
and it just needs help, and it's
one of those things where it will
take a lot of money to repair
everything, but we've got a lot
of kids hopefully that will be
coming in here and I'm looking
forward to this year. That's what
I'm really looking forward to,
giving the kids something to do
during the day."
Brockman said use hours are
being adjusted this year.
Opening time Mondays through
Fridays will be noon to 6 p.m.,
which is a change from 7 last
year. Saturday hours will be 11
am. to 6 p.m., while Sundays
will be from 1-6 p.m.
Also, Sykes said a combination of things have resulted in a
shortage of lifeguards to start
the year. Sykes said the pool is
heading into Saturday about 10
shy of being staffed to the point
he said he would feel comfortable.
Anyone interested in being a
lifeguard this year can phone
270-762-0325.

Pool
prices
SEASON PASSES
(after June 1)
Single- $55; Family of 2 $100; Family of 3 - $140;
Each additional family
member- $35.
DAILY ADMISSION
Under 2- free with paid
adult admission; Children
2-7- $3.50; Yoh 8-18$5; Adult 19-61- $5.50;
Senior 62-up - $3.50;
MSU w-ID - $4.50.
GROUP PASSES
10-14- $4, 15-up - $3.50.
POOL PARTIES
Under 50- $100 1st hour,
$75 add hour; Under 75$125/100; Under 100 $150/$125; Under 125$175/$150; Over 125- call
the pool office.
PRESEASON PASSES
DISCOUNT ... May 1-31
Single - $50; Family of 2$90; Family of 3 - $130;
Each additional immediate family member - $35.
Half Price admission
after 4 p.m.
OPERATING HOURS
Monday-Friday - Noon to
6 p.m.; Saturday - 11 a.m.
to 6 p.m.; Sunday 1-6
p.m.
More information: 270762-0325.

We work to understand you.
Based on the life span of average adults, today's retirees are projected to spend more than 20 years in
retirement. Many retirees are concerned about outliving their retirement funds. Some of our clients felt
the same way until they found out about a lifetime income annuity.
So are you doing everything you can with your retirement income strategy? We'll help you find out
Having an in-depth understanding of your needs and goals is fundamental to the way we work with you.
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(Budget together')

for the family . In one sense, you
may not like it at first, because
Dear Dave,
right now you've got control of
I have a question about budg- things. But in another sense, I'll
eting. I give myself and my hus- bet you're pretty tired of carryband $150 a month each for ing the weight of all the finanblow money to be used on what- cial decision making and being
ever we want. I'm upset because the only adult in the household.
604011Cey he spends all his eating out, then
He doesn't even have to work
Special to the Ledger
FOUNDATION' he buys other things he wants on all that much. I want you to
that he has no money for. Am! lay it out, but I expect him to sit
The Angels Community Clinic
being
too stingy?
of Murray and Calloway County
down and go over it all with
Article 28
Cheryl
was established in 2000 to proyou. You're not asking him to be
vide diagnostic and treatment to a specialists when needed.
an accountant with a pocket proWhy is it important for the
Dear Cheryl,
tector, but you have every right
services to those people who do
I wouldn't worry too much like a simple clerical error, and
I think you guys are handling to expect him to be in on the
not have medical insurance or clinic to have an endowment
about
that if I were you. The there's no chance of that hapwith
the
Foundation?
money
your
poorly. You're act- decisions that are made about
financial resources necessary to
only exception to that might be pening if the money's in another
To assure we will continue to ing like his mother instead of his your family and your finances!
pay for private insurance and/or
if you had loans that you owed bank. But in your situation,
—Dave
medical care. Dental services be able to provide quality health wife, and he's acting like a little
to that same bank.Then,I would don't see any harm in you being
care
so
the
people
of
Calloway
instead
boy
of
a
man.
You don't
were added in February 2003,
probably move my emergency there.
and there is also an on-site, County can have a healthy com- want to give your husband an
(Stay with the bank)
fund
out of there just in case
—Dave
munity,
where
health and dental allowance and then not be happy
licensed pharmacy. Service is
something went wrong with the
needs
can
be
met.
when
he
spends
money
"he didDear Dave,
provided to legal residents of
loans.
• Dave Ramsey is America's
How can I contribute to an n't have" because he went over
My wife and 1 are debt-free
Murray and Calloway County
Some
commercial
loan
docutrusted
voice on money and
endowment
of
my
choice?
what you dictated to him. That's exceptfor our home, and we're
and free care is offered with
ments now give the bank the business. He has authored five
Murray-Call
oway
a
bad
County
budget
process.
currently putting money aside
mutual dignity and respect to
Foundation
The budget process, if you're for our fully loaded emergency' right to take money out of your New York Timesbest-selling
those at or below 200 percent of Community
(MCCCF) has worked with the nerd in the family, should fund of three to six months of account to pay the loan — with- books. The Dave Ramsey Show
the federal poverty level.
out your permission. If you had is heard by more than 85 milThe Angels Attic Thrift Store numerous individuals, families, start with you writing it all out. expenses. Currently, we have a car
loan,for instance, with that lion listeners each week on moil
was developed and opened in businesses, churches and other Then he sits down with you, has our emergency fund account in particular
bank, I wouldn't keep than 550 radio stations. Davel
organizations
to
set-up
equal
new, an
say in the decisions and the same bank as our checking
2002 to help offset some of the
a bunch of money in that bank. latest project, EveryDollar, propublic
endowments.
In
fact,
you
two
okay
it
together.
He
and
savings accounts. Do you
costs of the Angels Community
They normally don't do that vides a free online budget tool.
Clinic. Currently the Angels through December 2015, indi- needs to understand that this is think we should move it to a dif- unless
you're way behind on the Follow Dave on Twitter a(
viduals
and
businesses
that
you
asking
him to man-up and ferent bank?
Attic provides approximately 85
bill
—
and then it gets pretty @DaveRamsey and on the web
Steve
percent of the funding for the establish or contribute to exist- be part of the decision-making
adversarial.
at daveramsey.com.
ing
endowments will become process, so that you can both be
Clinic. Other funding comes
Sometimes there can be things
founders
of
MCCCF.
To
become
agreement
in
as
to what's best
Dear Steve,
from
private
individuals.
churches, organizations and a founding member, individuals
or couples must only contribute
businesses.
$250
and businesses must conHow
does
Angels
tribute
$1,000. The contribution
Community Clinic benefit the
to become a founding member
community?
From Front
The Angels Community Clinic can be contributed over a two"This was arrived at after severhas provided over 27,000 health year period.
Please note that individuals al meetings," said Calloway
care visits since 2000, and has
provided over $5,206,688 worth and businesses may make a con- County Emergency Management
of free pharmaceuticals. Also, tribution of any amount to an Director Bill Call during
Murray was chosen as one of the existing endowment at any time. Tuesday's meeting, which came
"Top 100 Communities to Raise The minimum contribution exactly a week after the memoYouth" by America's Promise amounts listed above only per- randum was drafted. 'This also
and Angels Clinic was cited as tain to individuals and business- went to the respective chiefs of
es interested in becoming both Murray (Eric Pologruto) and
one reason.
What current projects are Founding Members of the Calloway County Fire-Rescue
(Tommy Morgan), as well the
MCCCF.
underway?
director of the ambulance service,
To
learn
more
about
MCCCF
We are actively working on
Marty Barnett,and what seems to
and
how
can
you
get
involved,
improving our dental services.
Our services for dental are very visit mcccf.org or contact be the biggest thing is that it
states what each agency will do."
limited and we hope to be able Harold Hurt, President of
The agreement calls for the
MCCCF,
at
270-761-688
or
0
to expand and meet our patient's
ambulance
service to be the lead
any
of
the
following
board
needs. We also have just impleagency
when
it comes to extricamembers:
Linda
Avery:
270JOHN WRIGHT! Ledger & Times
mented
the
CARE
tions and increase its staff by at FACT FINDING HIKE: Calloway County District 3 Magistrate Don Cherry, far left, stands
753-0060,
Tab
Brockman:
270Collaborative,
- • Kentucky Heart
least one person per shift period with, from second left, Murray-Calloway County Parks Director Tab Brockman, Parks'
Disease and:Stroke Prevention 762-0325, Gary .ftrockway:
who will specifically handle such Maintenance Director Steve Wilhelm and Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins,
270-753-0503
,
Matt
Hale:
270Plan.
What are the greatest finan- 753-5411, Sarah Jones: 270- calls. The ambulance service will recently during a tour of damaged trees along trails inside Central Park. Tuesday, Class D,
227-8010, Brian Overbey: 270- also acquire necessary tools and inmates from the Calloway County Jail began clean-up operations in areas that were discovcial needs of the clinic?
767-2000,
Dick Weaver: 270- equipment, which will include ered during this hike.
Providing high cost medicathe transfer of MFD's Rescue 1
tions and quality dental care, 753-2899, Zach Dunlap: 270unit to the ambulance service.
816-3880
.
and being able to refer patient's
The agreement previously onl)
involved the city and ambulance
service. The new agreement now
includes CCFR with a mutual
agreement between CCFR and
From Front
calling it "the dirtiest campaign that MFD being extended for both to
the state's overseas voters, including I've ever witnessed in Kentucky his- provide backup for the other in
soldiers. came in by the 6 p.m. dead- tory." Corner spent the last two weeks the event an extrication is
line. The court ordered an extension fighting allegations from Marilyn required in the county when prion the deadline for another 11 days Thomas. his former college girl- mary units are not available at the
bee.'wc, of a problem with an outside friend. that he emotionally and phys- time or additional units become
vendor. But that extension applied ically abused her while the two dated necessary.
LIVE ENTERTAINMEN
"That is one big advantage I see
only to 12 specific ballots.
at Western Kentucky University
here," Call said. "We're going to
There is no runoff election in more than two decades ago.
have an increased depth of servKentucky,and no automatic recounts.
But Corner. the state's agriculture
ice. With this arrangement. we've
State law allows for re-canvassing
commissioner, forcefully denied the agreed to back
each other up,and
only if a county clerk or a county
allegations and used them to paint that's a really good thing to
'vittserver about food & beverage
board of elections notices a discrepHeiner,
Hal
one
of
his
leading
oppohave."
ancy or if a candidate makes a written
nents, as a dirty campaigner willing
The Fiscal Court also will conrequest to the Secretary of State.
1111
tinue to contribute $10,000 annuCorner said late Tuesday that he to do anything to get elected.
That strategy worked for voters like ally for an extrication service,
would ask for a recanvass, which is
Karen
Dowell, a 50-year-old stay at only that will now go to the
essentially a review of the vote totals
Johnny Mac
Stacy
24 Seven
John Sutton
home morn in Lawrenceburg. She ambulance service, instead of to
in each county.
& the Heart Mitchhart
the
as
city,
had
been
case
the
the
May 24th
"We overcame so much money. we said she heard about the abuse allegaMay 25th
Attacks
Band
overcame the bad press with the tions but did not research them much. previous 40 years.
Open
"We are 100 percent behind
newspapers in the state. We over- In the end, she voted for Corner
ylay 22nd
May 23th
to the
whatever
need
we
to
do,"
came a lot. And I owe it to our sup- because she knew him. He is the only
pub/id
porters to ask for a recanvass," candidate in the race to hold a Morgan said Tuesday, which
526 Shamrock Road • Buchanan,TN 38222
marked the first day for CCFR
Corner said.
731-232-8399 • thebreakersmarind.com
statewide office, winning the agriculpersonnel to begin extrication
Republican state Sen. Max Wise ture commissioner
election in 2012.
training with MFD."We voted on
told a jubilant crowd at Cornea's elec"He was more familiar to me," she this at a business meeting a while
tion night party that things looked
said.
back and we had 68 of our 98
"real good." Bevin supporters
As Corner and Heiner fought, that people there, and it was unaniremained glued to the TV watching
returns, alternating between cheers left Bevin, with the $5 million and mous in favor of us taking on
and sad faces as tbe last few hundred name recognition he earned form his extrication."
"We've always had the mutual
votes came in. Just before 7 p.m., failed US.Senate bid the year before,
Bevin thanked supporters for coming as the landing spot for disaffected aid thing. but the thing was we
and said: "Hopefully it will be fun. Republican voters. He ran a TV ad had to have their truck."
Is looking for a self-enterprising, full-time
"I think this is a step in the right
with actors portraying Corner and
We'll see."
None of the candidates have Heiner sitting at a children's table direction." said Calloway County
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins.
enjoyed the campaign, with Corner throwing food at each other.
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WEEKLY MOWING • MAINTENANCE
WEED CONTROL • FERTILIZATION
DEBRIS REMOVAL • FLOWER BEDS
HEDGING &.PRUNING
WATER GARDENS • CUSTOM JOBS
CALL TODAY FOR YOUR

•

•LANDSCAPE

LAWN &

FREE ESTIMATE!

270-436-2320
Owner:Cattle Staples,Sr.
25 Years Experience

SPORTS REPORTER

capable of covering Murray State University Racer Athletics.
Applicants should be personally engaging, confident in their writing abilities, be strong time
managers and quick, creative thinkers. Nights, weekends and travel are all part of the job. Applicants
should also have a strong eye for design. A knowledge of programs such as Microsoft Office, Quark
XPress, Adobe Photoshop and InDesign is a must. Experience with a DSLR camera - and associated
hardware - is also strongly advised. The Ledger is seeking applicants with a bachelor's degree in
journalism and an understanding of Associated Press style. Applicants will need to be able to preview
a host of contests and edit media advisories received from the university on a daily basis. Our readers
expect strong, local coverage year-round.

Send resumes to emarlowe@murrayledger.com. Attach clippings
of your work, which can Include designs and/or photos(should be
formatted appropriately). PDFs and web links are also acceptable.
Pay is hourly and based on experience. The Murray Ledger & Times is an equal
opportunity employer. Questions or comments can be directed to 270-753-1916, ext. 25.
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To the editor
I am writing this letter to all eligible voters regardless of your
political affiliation or whether or not you exercise your right to
vote.
It has become painfully obvious that our current political system
is becoming increasingly less responsive to the needs of the people
it is supposed to serve. All that we seem to hear from our "Public
Servants" (people that are supposed to look out for our best interest) in Washington D.C. and Frankfort anymore is Democrats blaming Republicans and Republicans blaming Democrats and President
Obama blaming George Bush. I remember when Communism was
the main threat to our security and way of life. Our major news
organizations are of little value these days because they all seem to
have an agenda either to the "Left" or "Right." They don't seem to
think that we are intelligent enough to make up our own minds if
they just give us the facts and nothing but the facts without putting
their particular twist on it.
Last year I finally had all I could take. I had been a registered
Democrat for 45 years and I switched my political affiliation to
Independent. As long as the Democrat and Republican parties have
this stranglehold on our Government and the "PEOPLE," all we can
expect to receive is more of the same or a steady progression to a
worse situation. If we expect things to change we are going to have
to make our voices heard, and the only way to do that is to become
better informed on where our politicians stand on issues by watching what they do rather than what they say during their campaign
for election and hold them accountable.
One last thought, as serious as our State and Federal budget
deficits are is it fair to ask the taxpayers to foot the bill for a political party's primary election? As an Independent, I don't feel an
obligation to help pay for an election that I am not allowed to vote
in. Should it not be the responsibility of the political party to pay
the cdst of the procedure to select the candidate who will represent
them in the general election?
I hope all concerned citizens will give this serious consideration.
Thank you.
Dan Galloway
Murray, Ky.
To the editor:
This is in response to the letter of April 22 by Karl Flood.
In that letter Mr. Flood complains about this paper publishing a
picture of some men holding Confederate flags. I was one of those
proud men and that picture was only the latest in a series of similar
ones which Mr. Flood must have missed. The event in question was
a meeting of the local camp of Sons of Confederate Veterans and
the lecture topic that evening was "The War Was Not Fought Over
Slavery." It is unfortunate that he missed this presentation since it
would have increased his knowledge of American history. Indeed
one of the primary goals of the Sons of Confederate Veterans(SCV)
to assist in the education of the populace about this tragic era in
American history.
I will argue that the Battle Flag is not racist, nor is the SCV a
racist organization. If fact, many blacks fought for the Confederacy.
They were held in high esteem by their white fellow soldiers who
wept at their funerals. And their sons are members of the SCV.The
flag has indeed been flaunted by the KKK, but so have the
American flag and the Christian flag. Does this imply that any of
these flags are racist or that we should reject Christianity?
It is a fact that many today are offended by the Battle Flag. It is
also a fact that, many of us are offended by their offensive attitude
toward the Flag. But there is no inherent right to not be offended.
And there is no reason for us to conduct our lives in order to conform to someone else's biases, such as those of Mr. Flood. He
speaks of Murray as being a tight knit university town which celebrates diversity. I hope that that diversity extends to those of us who
are proud of our Confederate heritage.
I invite Mr. Flood,and others,to attend the Confederate Memorial
Day ceremonies on June 2 on the courthouse lawn. It will feature a
presentation by the manager of the Jefferson Davis Monument,who
is a highly respected black gentleman with a vast knowledge of the
War Between the States. I also invite him to our next meeting of the
SCV, where incidentally I will be speaking. He will certainly find
no bias or racism there.
Don Duncan
Murray, Ky.

Ronald D. I

England
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Friendly community sharpens vision on aging issues
HMII1M. What do you make
of this? Last week, 85 people
attended Dr. Chris King's presentation,"Memory Loss." Two
days before that, 98 went to
Cheri Theatres for encore
screenings of "Alive Inside,"
an award-winning film that
music
how
demonstrates
unlocks memories and restores
a deep and uplifting sense of
self to those suffering from
dementia, Alzheimer's and
Parkinson's disease. And back
in March, when "Alive Inside"
was first shown in Murray,
195 folks sat there, spellbound,
for 85 minutes, and stayed to
applaud at the end.
It seems as if issues associated with the impact of aging
concern many .of us, but it
ends up being like the weather: Everyone talks about it,
but few are doing anything
about it, even in a community that takes pride in its official designation as a friendly
town.
Neurologist Chris King is the
exception. He "gets it." Every
day he sees individuals and
caregivers struggling with losses associated with getting old.
Memory loss is one of the
biggies, and Alzheimer's disease is frequently accused of
being the culprit.
"But not everything is
Alzheimer's," Dr. King said in
his talk on Thursday night.
"There are lots of reasons for
memory failure." He went on
to explain that depression and
anxiety are two other factors
contributing to lapses in memory.
"People don't want to talk

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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about memory loss," he
explained in a straightforward,
matter-of-fact tone before
adding, "But they REALLY
don't want to talk about depression."
"Alzheimer's" is one of the
most feared words in the vocabulary of the elderly, but diagnosis is not definitive until
after death, when the brain is
autopsied. Because having the
disease is a terrifying possibility, some resist seeking medical help. "But we have to
rule out everything else before
with
diagnosed
you're
Alzheimer's," Dr. King said.
Although there is no cure,
the process can be slowed
down with meds. And to fend
off dementia and Alzheimer's
disease, we all can lead healthier lives. Dr. King advised the
usual: Get outside and exercise. No smoking. Exercise your
mind.
"If you don't do anything,"
the neurologist remarked,"you
don't make new connections,
and people who are socially
isolated and unhappy run the
risk of dying sooner than those
who are happy."
"Enjoy life," the doctor suggested. "That's better than any
medicine you can take."
In spite of whatever we are
doing right now, the statistics
are sobering. Today, a patient
is diagnosed with Alzheimer's
every 67 seconds, and by 2050,
the pace is projected to increase
to one every 33 seconds. Chris
King likened the situation to
ominous clouds looming above
a bucolic landscape. "Now is
the time to make a difference,"

he declared.
Since it
costs money
address
to
chalthe
lenges associated with
aging, communities
have to be
creative in
dealing with
Main Street
the issues. In
By Constance
larger cities,
Alexander
King
Dr.
Ledger & Times
pointed out,
Columnist
community
centers provide a "onestop shopping" approach for
the elderly, a place where
patients can get medical care,
along with information, advice,
and an array of resources to
assist with creating action plans
for individuals and their caregivers.
-In health care, everything
comes back to money," the
neurologist admitted, but he still
holds on to a vision of a selfsustaining model that will
enable the elderly in our community to age in place, at
home, for as long as possible.
Since last August, the Murray Calloway County Endowment for Health Care has been
working in partnership with
local arts organizations to exam
me issues associated with the
elderly and their caregivers.
Public response has been very
positive, and attendance at various events impressive. An Arts
Access Grant from the Kentucky Arts Council funded most
activities, and a few more are

scheduled before the grant runs
out this summer.
On June 6,"Grace & Glory:
The Time of Your Life Health
Fair" will be at the Murray
Women's Club. At the local
library on June II, attorney
Chip Adams will give a talk
about legal issues related to
aging, dementia, and caregiving. At that event, a limited
number of free copies, "When
Love Gets Tough: The Nursing Home Decision" will be
handed out, in preparation for
a community discussion about
the topic on June 25. In addition, Murray Electric has
teamed up with Karen Balzer
of the Jackson Purchase Dance
Company to present three
pieces choreographed to portray the roles of the elderly
and their caregivers, with broadcast on Channel 15 coming up
soon. Specific information
about these and other events
will be included in future Main
Street columns.
The Arts Access Grant was
awarded to the Murray-Calloway Endowment for Health
Care through the Kentucky Arts
Council, the state arts agency,
which is supported by state
tax dollars and federal funding from the National Endowment for the Arts. For more
information about the grant,
contact Keith Travis at ktravis
@murrayhospital.org, or 270762-1908.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledger.com. Contact the columnist directly at
constancealexander@nvc.com

Always remember
We buy a lot of books in
our family, and I am the chief
culprit. They are tools of the
trade; at least that is my main
argument. Farmers cannot farm
without a good tractor or team
of mules. A surgeon could not
perform surgery without a
scalpel. A chef could not create masterpieces without the
best ingredients.
To teach and to write and
to do history, I need books.
And while public and university libraries are indispensable, and while the Internet
plays a role, I also need books
of my own, to digest, to mark
up, to return to again and
again. After all, nothing will
ever replace books. I am convinced of that. On the pages
between the covers of books,
written in ink in various fonts
are the stories of our lives.
These are stories that we
must always remember. Once
passed down through an oral
tradition, generation after generation, before the invention
of writing, we now have the
great luxury and pleasure of
reading and writing letters, our
alphabets of memory. If we
were fortunate,our parents read
to us as children — the "Citron-

icks of Narnia," or "The Boxcar Children," or "Little
Women," or "Little Men," or
"The Deerslayer," or the "Little House" books or "The
Bible."
There are now so many
good books to read among so
much trash. There are always
the Classics, of course, but
new authors, and even new
genres, such as young adult
books, from which anyone
might profit.
Books — writing — help
us to remember. I often pick
up my father's sermon notes,
for example,to help me remember not so much some passage of Scripture,but to remember my dad's love and care.
How many times I thumb
through my mother's inspirational letters and cards, written in her beautiful hand-writing, just so V can recall her
smile.
Scott Simon, that talented
NPR host, has written his sixth
book, "Unforgettable: A Son,
A Mother, and the Lessons of
a Lifetime," about his last days
with his dying mother. Scott's
mother, Patricia Lyons Simon
Newman, was described by
Laura Hillenbrand, the author

of "Unbropoems memories laughs. My
ken," as "a
mother: 'Thank you God for
bombshell:
giving us this night & each
drop-dead
other" "That will be my life's
gorgeous,
slogan from now on."
glamorous,
hilarious,
In the end, Scott recorded
insightful,
some of his mother's lessons
curious, a
he wanted hii own children
woman
to
always remember. The leswhose
and sons he keeps folded on a
bounding,
generous,
small piece of paper in his pockBy James
mischievous
et for them: "Write thank-you
presence Duane Bolin
Drink
beckoned to Ledger & Times notes. Tip well. Sing.
responsibly. Remember that
others like
Columnist
first
the
good manners cost nothing.
warm sunshine of spring."
and open doors. Reach out to
Scott began tweeting from
someone who is lonely. Make
his mother's hospital room as
he sat with her day after day them laugh. Help people smile."
in July 2013. His 140-characScott Simon's book is titled,
ter updates spread well beyond "Unforgettable." I know that
his 1.2 million Twitter follow- he did not need to write the
ers. He sent out tweets such
remember
as: "Mother & I just finished book to help him
a duet of We'll Meet Again. his unforgettable mother. But
Every word had meaning. NUI(541.
glad he wrote it so that
looks in, asks, "Do you take we can remember her as well.
requests?" and "Nights are the
Duane Bolin teaches in the
hardest. But that's why I'm
of History at MurDepartment
here. I wish I could lift my
Contact
ray
University.
State
mother's pain & fears from
at
her bones into mine." and 14o. Duane
real sleep tonight. But songs jbolinetruwraystate.edu.
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Ronald D. England, 71, of Murray, Kentucky,
died Sunday, May 17, 2015, at his home after an
extended illness.
Ronnie was born March 23, 1944, in Carlisle
County, Kentucky,to Roy James and Gracie Snow
England.
He was a retired first sergeant with the U.S.
Army for 27 years of service. He served one-term
in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. He was a member of
Coles Campground United Methodist Church. He
England
received his B.A. from Murray State University.
He was preceded in death by his parents; a sister,
Ehvanda Sullivan and two brothers, Lindy and
Doug England.
Ronnie is survived by his wife, Debbie England
of Murray; three sons, Scott England and wife
Valerie of Murray, Kevin England and wife
Melissa of Mayfield and Corey England and wife Tanna of
Paducah; three sisters, Carol Gibson and husband Bobby of Central
City, Gail Poole and husband Rob of Murray and Suzie England of
Murray; a brother, Larry' England and wife JoBeth of Murray; eight
grandchildren, Hannah England, Anthony Carraway, Matthew
Fondaw, Josie England, Carson and Carlie England, Ashley and
Amber Zimmerman; one great-grandchild, John Carter Carraway
and several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be at 2 p.mt.Thursday,May 21.2015,at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Rev. Steven Howe officiating.
Burial will follow in Coles Campground United Methodist Church
Cemetery. Visitation will be Wednesday. May 20, 2015, from 5-9
p.m. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Kentucky ALS
Association, Murray ALS Support Group, 2815 Amsterdam Road.
Villa Hills, KY 41017.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The 1.H Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

William Sill' Clendenen
William "Bill- Clendenen, 74, of Murray.
Kentucky, died Sunday. May 17, 2015, at Spring
Creek Health Care, Murray.
He was born March 24, 1941,to William Zenith
Clendenen Sr. and Elsie Davis Clendenen.
Mr. Clendenen was retired from Fisher Price
after more than 30 years and was a member of
Christian Fellowship Church.
He was preceded in death by his parents and five
sisters, Jean Barger, Shirley Dick, Nancy Prather,
Alice Clendenen and Sondra Gail Clendenen.
Clendenen
Mr. Clendenen is survived by his wife, Lu Ann
Clendenen, whom he married May 30, 1985; a daughter, Kayla
Lovett and husband Jacob of Murray; two sons, Jeffrey Clendenen
and wife Vickie,of Hendersonville,Tennessee, and Cory Clendenen
of Murray; two sisters, Becky Highfield and husband Ronnie of
Murray and Brenda Rigney and husband Lawrence of
Madisonville; four brothers, Jim Clendenen and wife Carol of
Benton, Thomas Clendenen and wife Carolyn of Murray,"Butch"
Clendenen of Murray and Rick Clendenen and wife Debbie of
Benton and three grandchildren. Zachary' Clendenen and Clay
Clendenen of Hendersonville and Millie Lovett of Murray.
Funeral services will be at 1 p.m. Friday. May 22, 2015, at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Rick Clendenen and Richie
Clendenen officiating. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be Thursday. May 21, 2015, from 5-8 p.m. at the
funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Raymond T.'Buddy' Hewitt

'Off-grid' couple
fighting to regain
custody of children

Ex-security guard indicted in bourbon theft scheme

GARFIELD, Ky. (AP) — A
spokesman for a Kentucky couple who blog about their "offthe-grid" lifestyle says a judge
has ruled that they cannot yet
regain custody of their 10 children.
Media outlets reported that
deputies removed Nicole and
Joe Naugler's children from their
home May 6 after a confrontation between Nicole Naugler
and a Breckinridge County sheriffs deputy. The deputy went to
the Nauglers' home for a Child
Protective Services welfare
check.
The Nauglers' 27-acre homestead is constructed under tarps
and has no wired electricity, running water or toilets. The children do not attend formal
schools.
The couple's spokesman. Pace
Ellsworth, told The Associated
Press on Tuesday that the
Nauglers are making improvements to their property and
doing everything they can to be
reunited with their children.
He says another custody hearing will be held in June.

Easy-To-Handle Design At
Easy-To-Handle Prices

J.H.
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M.Becker said. Eleven stainless steel
barrels of whiskey were stolen in
those two incidents, he said.
"It certainly did provide an easier
means in order to commit this very
valuable theft," Becker said of
Wright's alleged inaction.
Wright told authorities that
Cunsinger indicated to her the barrels
were empty and being removed for
scrap, Becker said.
One of those barrels recovered by
authorities contained 17-year-old
Eagle Rare bourbon valued at about
$12,000, Becker said. Contents of a
second barrel also were recovered, he
said. Curtsinger told the buyer that the
whiskey in the barrel was Eagle Rare,
he said.

,James Melvin Jackson, 92 of Paducah,
Kentucky, died Monday, May 18, 2015, at his
home.
.
4
111P.
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He was born Nov. 18, 1922, in Kirbyton.
4a
a
Kentucky, where he lived most of his life. He graduated from Milburn High School and served his
countiy—in World War II for three years, from
November 1942 to Nov. 11, 1945, in Europe with
the 320th Infantry'. Upon returning from the war,'
he received his B.S. from Murray State University
and continued his education at the University of
Jackson
Kentucky where he received his M.S. degree. He
worked as a lab supervisor with Martin
Marietta/USEC where he was known as "Jim." and
retired after 42 years of service. He was a deacon
at Kirbyton Baptist Church where he served as
treasurer for 35 years. He was a 4-H leader and
council member and continued to support 4-H through the years.
Mr. Jackson was preceded in death by his parents, Lura and Jerry
Jackson; a sister, Rudelle Sigler and two brothers, Dr. William
Jackson and Dr. Morris Jackson.
Mr. Jackson is survived by his wife of 71 years, Wanda Holt
Jackson; two daughters, Melva Boles and husband Dr. Shawn
Boles of Eugene. Oregon. and Ruth Ogden of Paducah; a son, Dr.
Stephen Jackson and wife Karen of Paducah; five grandchildren,
Dr. Seth Ogden and wife Dr. Kristen Ogden of Nashville.
Tennessee. Dr. Lauren Jackson Kepsel and husband Levi, Kelly
Jackson Johnson and husband Kyle and Ben Jackson, all of
Paducah, and Darcy Boles of Portland; three great-grandchildren,
Smith Ogden of Nashville, Saylor Jackson and Annalee Johnson of
Paducah; a sister, Ruth Miller of Kirbyton; a brother, Martin
Jackson and wife Florence of Kirbyton; a sister-in-law, Libby
Jackson Wallace of Paducah and a brother-in-law, Bob Sigler of
Knoxville, Tennessee.
Funeral services will be at 1 p.m. Friday, May 22, 2015. at
Kirbyton Baptist Church, Kirbyton, with Rev. J. Mark Wilson and
Rev. Michael Lee officiating. Burial will follow in Kirbyton
Cemetery. Visitation will be from 5-8 p.m. Thursday. May 21,
2015, at Milner & Orr Funeral Home of Paducah.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Kirbyton Cemetery
Fund, c/o Rod Martin, 2996 County Road 110, Fancy Farm, KY
42039.
Online condolences may be left at www.milnerandorr.com.
Milner & Orr Funeral Home, Paducah, is in charge of arrangements.

"

Hickenlooper rejects EPA defiance by GOP
By DAN ELLIOTT
Associated Press
DENVER (AP) — Gov. John Hickenlooper rejected Senate
Majority Leader Mitch McConnell's call for states to defy new federal pollution controls on coal-burning power plants, saying
Colorado has a long history of protecting its environment — despite
its heavy reliance on coal.
In a letter to McConnell dated Thursday, Hickenlooper also disputed McConnell's contention that the rules would cause electric
rates to soar. Hickenlooper said Colorado is cutting pollution while
keeping energy affordable.
The Environmental Protection Agency's proposed rules have
become a target for McConnell and other Republicans now that the
GOP controls the U.S. Senate as well as the House.
The rules, which aren't yet final, would reduce carbon dioxide
emissions by 30 percent from 2005 levels, and each state must
develop a plan to meet the goal. In a letter to governors in March,
McConnell — who represents Kentucky, the nation's No. 3 coalproducing state — urged them to ignore the rules.
McConnell said the EPA overstepped its authority. He also said
the plan won't slow global warming unless other nations also take
action, and that electric rates would soar, hurting the poor.
It wasn't clear why Hickenlooper, a Democrat, waited until last
week to respond to McConnell.
In his letter, Hickenlooper argued the Clean Air Act gives the EPA
the authority to impose the new rules and said it would be irresponsible to ignore federal law.
He also touted his efforts to build consensus among energy companies and environmental groups, citing the state's new regulations
for methane emissions from oil and gas facilities.
"In Colorado, we have a longstanding history of investing in our
natural environment, with the engagement of local business and
civic leaders," he wrote.
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Former Murray State University golf coach
Buddy Hewitt, 87, died peacefully at Hickory
Woods Assisted Living, Murray, Kentucky, on
Friday, May IS, 2015.
As written in the 1949 Murray State Media
Guide, "few people know that his real name is
Raymond, but no one is unaware that Buddy was
the best center for his size that Murray ever had.
Tipping the scale at 155 pounds, he was the toughest, roughest little scrapper ever to spread his legs
over a pigskin." He was the mainstay on the 1948
Hewitt
Tangerine Bowl team, played on Jan. 1. 1949,
which tied Sul Ross State. Under Hall of Fame coaches Jim Moore
and Fred Farout, Buddy played opposite Dan Blocker, later known
as Hoss Cartwright on "Bonanza," and handled him as well as anyone ever had.
Hewitt held both a bachelor's and a master's degree from Murray
State University. His relationship with MSU spanned five decades
and most knew him as the MSU golf coach for 41 years and a true
gentleman of the game. Hewitt created the MSU golf program in
1961 and oversaw it as if it were a finely manicured green. He was
the only golf coach Murray State had until his retirement in 2001.
He guided his team to two OVC championships,eight second place
finishes and five third place finishes. He directed 15 athletes to 11
different NCAA tournaments. His 1967 team hosted the NCAA college national tournament and took national runner-up honors. Six of
his players earned All American honors." I've been very lucky,"
Hewitt stated. "Murray State is very special to me and has been a
huge part of my life. It has kept me going through most of my adult
life. I hope I have touched the lives of a few young men to make
them better golfers and even better people. 1 think I have. I know
they have touched my life."
He was inducted into the Murray State University Hall of Fame in
1990 for both football and golf and in the National Golf Coaches
Hall of Fame in 2001.
Fellow coach and dear friend, Johnny Reagan, once said, "I've
known Buddy for a long time. We fought together in the trenches,
enjoyed the tops of mountains and the low valleys and his cause,
Murray State, has always been the same." Buddy, known to those
who loved him most as "Big Bud," was so proud of his alma mater,
his teams and his family and always said that his most prized possession were his two beautiful granddaughters.
Preceding him in death was the love of his life, Naomi Hewitt. He
is survived by a son, John R. Hewitt; a daughter, Lynn Hewitt
Dowdy and husband Craig and granddaughters Callie Elizabeth
Dowdy and Abby Crittenden Dowdy.
A memorial service will be Friday. June 5,2015, at 6 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church, Murray. Visitation will be prior to the
memorial service from 4-6 p.m. at the church on Friday, June 5,
2015.
In lieu of flowers, the family requests that contributions be made
to the Murray State University Foundation for the Coach Buddy
Hewitt Endowed Golf Scholarship, Murray State University Office
of Development, 200 Heritage Hall, Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
alleged head of a bourbon theft ring
recruited a security guard and paid her
$800 to look the other way as thieves
spirited away thousands of dollars'
worth of whiskey from a Kentucky
distillery, prosecutors said Tuesday.
Leslie Wright, 34, described by
prosecutors as a former security guard
Charles Thomas Grogan
at Buffalo Trace Distillery, was indictCharles Thomas Grogan.92, ot Murray. Kentucky, died Tuesday, ed on a charge of complicity to receivMay 19,2015. at his home.
ing stolen property over $10,000 as
Arrangements are incomplete, at this time, at the J.H. Churchill prosecutors widened their net on what
Funeral Home.
they say was a longtime theft ring.
Twice in December 2014, Wright
Todd Walker
was paid by Gilbert Thomas
Todd Walker. age 52. of Murray, Kentucky died on Tuesday, May Curtsinger to "turn a blind eye" to the
19, 2015 at his home after an extended illness.
bourbon thefts at the distillery in
Arrangements are incomplete at this time.
Kentucky's capital city, assistant
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Franklin County prosecutor Zachary'

201 S. Third Street
Murray, Ky 42071
270-753-2411
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Blood donation opportunity

°gram in Dietetics

There will be an opportunity to donate blood
to the American Red Cross Thursday, May 21,
from 11 a.m. until 4 pin. at St. John's Episcopal
Church in its Fellowship Hall. No appointment
is necessary. Everyone will be worked into the
schedule.

f
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Automobile Club will meet
The Twin Lakes Region of the Antique
Automobile Club of America will meet
Martha
Thursday, May 21, at 6 p.m. at Holmes
Finney Andrus, Restaurant. Club membership is open to anyone
Community
with an interest in automobiles. For more inforeditor
mation, contact Howard Brandon at 270-753at 270-436-2735.
Forberg
Charles
5960 or

Datebook

meet
NAMI Support Group to meet
Thursday, May 21,

Photo provided
compoa
as
required
internship
dietetics
her
completed
recently
Murray,
of
Henry
Lori
IP:
INTERNSH
ES
HENRY COMPLET
nent of the University of Tennessee at Martin's dietetics concentration. The internship is a nine-month supervised practice program during which the intern performs under the supervision of a registered dietitian. Henry completed her intern experience
of Agriculture
at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield. Pictured, from left, Dr. Todd Winters, professor and dean, College
and chair,
Byrd,
professor
Sue
Dr.
and
Henry;
director;
internship
dietetic
and Applied Sciences; Brian Carroll, lecturer and
Sciences.
Department of Family and Consumer

The NAMI/Family Support Group will
of Murrayat 6:30 p.m. at the Educational Service Building
the
for
family and
is
group
support
Calloway County Hospital. This
such
as
illness
bi-polar,
mental
a
with
diagnosed
friends of someone
-compulsive
disorder,
obsessive
a,
schizophreni
depression,
major
panic disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder and borderline personality disorder. At each meeting, a sharing and support time let's
attendees be heard in a safe, confidential and welcoming environment. For more information, call 270-748-6133.

DAR announces Good Citizen Award recipients
Special to the Ledger
The Daughters of the
American Revolution (DAR)
Good Citizens Program and
Scholarship contest encourages

Summer is almost here and one of
this season's many trends is Bohemian
This is an easy look, no stifling
shapeware,or high heels.just an attitude
that "goes with the flow." Express your
free spurn with bright, colorful patterns
and unusual accessories.
Getting the look can be accomplished
by balancing hippyish elements with
something current, you don't want to
look totally all —70s."
Contrasting different textures with a
modern edge will give you a head start
on the Boho look.
Soft flowing tops over skinny jeans
or leggings paired with big earings
and a floppy hat will take you to the
Bohemian scene right into the 70s.
This summer's favorite bag color
is brown. Warm chocolates, smooth
caramels, and nutmegs are a must.
This style is 'also a look back at
the 70s. These bags, like the foldovers. bucket styles and cross bodies,go
with everything. They accentuate dark
denims and the all white looks.
Put up the traditional black bag for
awhile and go for brown. Look for
the details like fringe, nail heads and
chains
New Brighton has arrived and new
chunky jewelry.
Manlyn
to
Congratulations
Thompson who won this week's
giveaway. Like and share us on
Facebook or come in the store to be
eligible.
Memorial Day is coming up and we
have lots of shirts and tops perfect for
the lake or picnic.
Stay tuned to next week's fun and
fashion report... We also have some
cute skorts, perfect for golf or tennis
New items on the 50-75% off racks.

and rewards the qualities of
good citizenship. The program
is open to all senior class students enrolled in accredited public or private secondary schools
that are in good standing with
their state boards of education.
The students selected as the
schools DAR Good Citizen
must have the qualities of
dependability, service, leadership and patriotism. The Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of DAR
has selected Callie Adams and
Tyler Covington for this year's
Good Citizen Awards.
Callie Adains is a senior at
Murray High School. She has
played varsity girls soccer for
four years and served as captain
for two years. She is a member
of Future Business Leaders of
of
Fellowship
America,
Christian Athletes, Spanish
Club, Y-Club, Beta Club and
MHS Student Council.
During her soccer career at
MHS. Adams was named to the
KHSAA Academic First Team,
earned the Mallory France
Award and the Leadership
Award. She has voted as Best
All Around Senior Superlative
and was a member of the Miss
Murray High School court.
Adams served as a volunteer
for Special Olympics, Need
Line and is very active in the
youth group at her church,
University Church of Christ.
Adams is the daughter of Chip
and Jill Adams of Murray.
Tyler Covington is a senior at
Calloway County High School
where he was on the honor roll
for four years. He was a
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American Legion to meet Thursday

Hazel Woman's Club plans meeting
The Hazel Woman's Club will meet Thursday. May 21, at 7 p.m.
for the installation of officers. The speaker will be Cynthia Barnes.
Hostesses will be Mignon Pittman. Pat Latimer and Hilda Bennett.

MWC Home Dept. meeting scheduled
Photo provided
of
Haverstock
Nancy
Covington,
Tyler
left,
from
Pictured,
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of DAR and Callie Adams.
Kentucky Governor's Scholar in
2014. He speaks fluent Spanish
and has veen very involved in
school video ' productions,
named the Laker TV Technical
Director for two years and
earned the award for Calloway
Live Best Technical Director of
the Year. He also placed first at
the Murray State Film Festival
in "Feature Story." He is a member of Future Farmers of
America and placed second in

the regional FFA Parliament
contest. He is a member of the
Beta Club and won first place in
the district VFW speech contest
and second in regional.
Covington is a volunteer with
Special Olympics and is very
active in his local church where
he has served on several foreign
mission trips and is a member of
Lakers for Christ. Covington is
the son of Kelli and Rodney
Covington.

Special to the Ledger
Land
Homeplace,
The
Between the Lakes, will have a

Gorgeous ONE LEVEL,
quality built in 2011 —
2bath,
1
3 bedroom,2/
brick/vinyl home in
Briarcrest Subdivision!
Open floor plan,
2 more lots For Sale!

REALTORS*
II
(270)519-9000

•

Jennifer Palmer
Realtor

The Center for Accessible Living will sponsor a picnic and information session on Friday, May 22. from 11 a.m. until 1 p.m. at the
Courthouse Pavilion at the Murray-Calloway County Park.
Reservations are required and should be made by Thursday, May
21, by calling Carrissa at 270-753-7676.

The May meeting of the American Legion Post .73 will be
Thursday, May 21, at 7 p.m. at the Legion Veterans'4iall,310 Bee
Creek Drive,This meeting is a week earlier than normal because of
planning for Memorial Day events. All veterans are invited to
attend. For questions, call Post Commander Mike Nutter at 270293-3642.

"The Somethoig For Eeervone Store'
306 South 12th • Murray, KY • 7534441

Sat., May 23•3-5 pm
2258 Hal Dr., Murray

Picnic sponsored by Accessible Living

Alzheimer's Support Group to meet

The Homeplace to host Children's
Day on the Farm May 30

OPEN HOUSE

Land Between the Lakes/TVA former employees will have its
15th reunion Saturday,June 6,at 4 p.m. with a potluck being served
at 5 p.m. at the Fenton Pavilion in LBL near Kentucky Lake Bridge,
US Highway 68/80. Bring food,lawn chairs, and old photos. Paper
goods, plastic ware and drinks will be provided. This reunion is for
anyone who worked at TVA/LBL. For more information. call
Barbara Futrell at 270-522-6851 or email bjfutrell2ogyahoo.com.

The Alzheimer's Support Group for Caregivers will meet
Thursday. May 21, at 10 a.m. in the Kelleher Room at the MurrayCalloway County Senior Citizens Center, 607 Poplar Street. The
mission of this group is to provide a place for caregivers to share
and receive support. For more information, contact Ten Cobb at
270-753-0929.
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Children's Day on the Farm,
Saturday, May 30,from 1-4 p.m.
Children will learn to do 1850's
farm chores and earn credits for
their hard work. Children can
visit the Children's Day General
Store and trade credits for 1850
type goodies.
Activities include garden
chores, laundry time, household
chores, teamster training, weaving, school time and an animal
scavenger hunt.
In the 1850s, families raised
most of their food and the chil-

LeItER&TIMES
270-753-1916

dren worked in the garden.
Children will help to clean the
house and will learn how to
make a proper 1850 rope bed.
There will be an opportunity to
wash "your shirt"(shirts provided)during teamster training and
to learn to weave cloth for clothing, blankets and sheets. School
will be in session and the school
bell will ring at 1 p.m., 2 p.m.
and 3 p.m.
Admission is $3 for ages 5-12
and $5 for ages 13 and older.
Admission also includes access
to the farm from 10 a.m. until 5
p.m.
For more information, visit
ww*LandBetweenTheLakes.0
s or call 1-931-232-6457.

The Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday, May 21, at 11 a.m. at Tom's Grille for lunch and installation of officers. The hostess will be Shirley Robinson.

MSU/Ft. Heiman to offer presentation
Murray State University and Fort Heiman Camp, Sons of
Confederate Veterans, offer a unique Kentucky Humanities Council
Chautauqua presentation sharing the story of Johnny Green. a
member of the famous Kentucky "Orphan Brigade," on Saturday.
May 23,at 2 p.m. at the Wrather West Kentucky Museum at Murray
State University.

CC Health Board to meet
The Calloway County Board of Health will meet Tuesday. May
26,at noon at the Calloway County Health Department. The agenda
topics will include opening, approval of prior board minutes, FY16
budget presentation, director's report and programmatic updates.
other items and adjournment. All meetings are open to the public

CCEA to host banquet
The Calloway County Education Association (CCEA) will host a
banquet for retiring members Tuesday, May 26,from 6-8 p.m. at the
Curris Center Stables on the campus of Murray State University. All
current and retired CCEA members are invited to attend. *A buffet
meal will be served for $10 which may be paid the evening of the
event.

Al-Anon support group will meet
Al-Anon,a support group for friends and family members of alcoholics, will meet Monday and Thursday nights from 6:30-7:30 p.m
at University Church of Christ. For more information call Diana at
270-227-0951 or Belinda at 270-293-5100.

Summer workshop available
A Summer Conservation Series of Workshops sponsored by
Jackson Purchase Resource Conservation and Development
Foundation, partnering with Calloway County Conservation
District, Calloway County Cooperative Extension and -the city of
Murray, will present a Rain Barrel Workshop on Friday, June 5,
from 9 a.m. until noon at the Murray Woman's Club House. The
workshop is free to attend, rain barrels will be available for purchase for $30. Pre-registration is required and can be made by calling 270-908-4545 or email info@jpf.org. or visit online to register
at www.jpf.org/surnmer-conservation.html.

Cemetery seeking donations
Donations for the maintenance of North Pleasant Grove Cemetery
may be sent to Julia Cain,2200 Erwin Road, Mumiy,KY 42071
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Special to the Ledger
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's
Club held its
Floral and Iris Color Show, Plant Sale and Luncheon
fundraiser at
the Murray Woman's Club House on Thursday, May
7. The proceeds benefit the Murray State University Horticultu
re Student
Scholarship. There were 124 registered exhibits of
Iris and a variety
of other horticulture blooms.
The Best In Show was awarded to Earnest and Deborah
Royal for
their yellow and white Plicata Tall Bearded Iris of mixed
color. The
People's Choice Award was presented to Shirley Uzzle
for her
Azalea Exbury hybrid gold. Horticulture division.
Other awards presented include:
Division I - Iris
Tall Bearded Iris of One Color:
• Black - Lillian Robertson, first; Susie Adams, second;
Linda
Scott, third.
• Light Blue Violet - Jane Potts, first; Louise Pool, second;
Pat
Seiber, third.
• Medium Blue - Pat Miller, first; Jane Potts, second; Vicky
Crafton, third.
• Orange - Earnest and Deborah Royal, first and second; Martha
Crafton, third
• Pink - Gayle Rogers, first; Earnest and Deborah Royal,
second;
Judy Kelso, third.
• Purple - Martha Crafton, first; Carol Wimberley, second; Vicky
Crafton, third.
• Red - Gayle Rogers, first; Jean Miller, second; Loretta Jobs,
third.
• White - Shirley Uzzle, first; Sheila Henry, second; Linda Scott,
third.
• Light Yellow - Gayle Rogers, first; Vicky Crafton, second;
Martha Crafton, third.
• Yellow - Martha Crafton, first; Jane Morganti, second; Vicky
Crafton, third.
Tall Bearded Iris of Mixed Color:
• Orange Plicata - Gayle Rogers
• Pink Plicata - Gayle Rogers
• Purple and White Plicata - Jane Hardin, first; Louise Pool, second; Lillie Pool, third.
• Yellow and White Plicata - Earnest and Deborah Royal, first
(Best in Show); Gayle Rogers,second.
• Yellow Plicata - Pat Seiber.
Bi-Color Iris - Cynthia Barnes, first; Judy Kelso, second; Martha
Crafton, third.
Other Iris - Earnest and Deborah Royal, first and second; Jane
Morganti, third.
Division II - Horticulture
Variety - Shirley Uzzle,first (People's Choice Award); Pat Miller
second; Jane Potts, third.

Photo provtded

LIONS CLUB HONORS LOCAL OFFICERS: Each year, the Murray Lions Club recognizes officers from
local agencies during
National Police Week. The officers honored this year are pictured, from left, Murray Fire Department
Marshall Dickie Walls;
Murray Fire Department Inspector Kevin Munsey; Murray Police Chief Jeff Liles; Murray Police
Officer John Cooper; Murray
State University Police Chief Roy Dunaway; Murray State University Police Officer Joey Rice; Calloway
County Sheriff Sam
Steger; Calloway County Sheriff's Office Corporal Kelly Mitchuson; and Ken Claud, chairman of the annual
awards committee.

email communitynews@murrayledger.com to announce your event
***************** * * * * ** * * * *************
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MELONY BRAY / Murray-Calloway County Hospital

MCCH VOLUNTEERS HONORED: Pictured are many of the volunteers of MurrayCalloway County Hospital, along with members of the administration, representing more than
81,000 lifetime hours of volunteer time.

Cannon becomes first clinical director
at The Gardens at Hickory Woods
Special to the Ledger
Hickory Woods Senior Living
Community and The Gardens at
Hickory Woods announce Lana
Cannon as their new clinical
director at The Gardens at
Hickory Woods memory care.
Cannon has worked in healthcare for over 20 years. She
graduated from West Kentucky
Community Technical College
with an associate in Applied
Science in 2009.
She was nominated for Who's
Who among Students in

American Universities and
Colleges. She received the
Practical Nurse Achievement
Award in the class of 2009.
She has worked at Marshall
County Hospital in the emergency room, intensive care unit
and acute care units for more
than five years.
Annita Peeler,executive director at Hickory Woods, said "We
are so happy to have Lana join
our family at Hickory Woods
and know our residents and families will feel confident that their

Photo provided
Cindy McArtor, a physical therapist at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, shows the certificate
she received for earning her Doctor of Physical Therapy degree from the University of St.
Augustine.

for by Lana and her staff at The

McArtor earns Doctor of Physical Therapy degree

Gardens."

Special to the Ledger

loved ones are being well cared

Peeler added that she and
Cannon worked together a few
years ago at Hickory Woods,
leading her to state that,"We try
to hire people here with a big
heart, and I've always told her
that if we ever got a memory
care facility here, 'I want you to
run it.—

Cindy McArtor,a physical therapist at MurrayCalloway County Hospital, recently earned her
Doctor of Physical Therapy degree from the
University of St. Augustine.
McArtor has worked in physical therapy since
earning her B.H.S in physical therapy from the
University of Kentucky in 1980. She said she got
into physical therapy because she always wanted
to help improve the quality of people's lives. But it
wasn't enough to just have her bachelor degree
and she decided to take it one step further.
"1 decided that if I was going to give patient
care, I wanted to give the best care and the DPI' is
helping me do that," she said. "I noticed a higher
amount of skill and confidence in other staff that
have a DPI' and wanted to get to that level."
At MCCH,therapy staff work with physicians,
nurses, registered dietitians, athletic trainers and

other health care professionals to provide a comprehensive plan which encompasses the full continuum of care for each patient. Physical Therapy
involves treatment in patients whose movement
and function are threatened by aging, injury, disease or environmental factors. Impairments, disabilities and limitations may be caused by injury
or illness. The Physical Therapists at MCCH are
highly trained and experienced in all settings.
Doctors of Physical Therapy gractgate with the
education, clinical skills and persptdtives which
prepare them to carry the responsibility of primary
caregivers in a direct care environment. It also
ensures that DPT therapists have an awareness and
understanding of evidence based practice in order
to make sound judgments built on valid scientific
literature.
For more information about rehabilitation services at MCCH,call (270) 762-1139.
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BHP offers Safe Sitter
classes for kids ages 11-14
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CALL US TODAY
for all ofyour insurance needs!

RAMEY

270-759-5151
davidramey@hotmail.com
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Baptist Health Paducah is
offering Safe Sitter classes for
boys and girls, ages 11-14, this
summer.
Safe Sitter is a medicallyaccurate babysitting course that
teaches young teens life and
safety skills. The one-day class
is taught by Certified Safe Sitter
instructors.
Classes will take place from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. May 29 and June
12. The $30 fee includes lunch
and supplies. Class size is limited, so pre-registration is
required.
register,
phone
To
270.575.8444 or e-mail rhonda.brooks@bhsi.com.
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If you tried all the medications
are still not getting results, call us today.
1. Back Pain
2. Headaches
3. Migraines
4. Arthritis
5. Dizziness
6. Painful Joints

7. Neck Pain
8. Indigestion
9. Low Energy
10. Bursitis
11. Sciatica
12. Musde Spasms

13. Auto Injuries
14.Sports Injuries
15. Sleeping
Difficulties
16. Aching Feet

HESKETT
CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
270-759-1116
1703 Hwy 121 N Bypass
Murray, KY

Find out now whether careful, profession chiropractic care can relieve your aches and pains.
Because Chiropractic care is recognized by most insurance companies, Medicare, Medicaid,
Anthem, Humana and many more, your treatment may be covered in accordance with the terms
of your policy. We have same day appointments
available and will file all the paperwork for you. We
have been serving the Murray/Calloway area for 23
($150 Value)•
years. Call today to get started on the road back to
good health - after all, nothing is more important
than your HEALTH - It is all you have.

FREE EXAM

'Any person responsible for payment has the right to refuse any parnent
within 72 hours of responding to this coupon. Expires 12-31-15.
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4Th DISTRICT SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT

Champs!
Lady Tigers beat Calloway, Marshall
counties for 4th District title
By EDWARD'MARLOWE
Lead Sports Writer

hoto provided

certificate
rsity of St.

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times

Murray's Caitlin Mollette opened the Lady Tigers' offensive surge
Tuesday night with a three-run homer
against Calloway County. Elizabeth Grogan would follow with the same against
Marshall County.

At the very beginning of the 2015 softball season, Calloway County seniors
named one Murray High player they
believed could give them trouble.
"Caitlin Mollette."
Seems they were right.
The Lady' Tigers sophomore right
fielder blew open Tuesday's 4th District
semifinal with a first-inning, two-out
three-run homer off of Laken Kelso then later hit a two-run double off of
Celia Murphy to finish 3-for-4 with five
RBI.
An offensive outburst for the ages,
Murray would eventually earn the sweep
against Calloway with an 8-0 win, pushing them into the 4th District
Championship against Marshall County
and to the 1st Region Tournament for the
first time since 2011.
"It felt really good," Mollette said.

4Th DISTRICT BASEBALL SEMIFINALS
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MSU BASEBALL

Shady
Lane

Lawrence
named
Second Team
All-OVC

Carters 3-RBI triple
upends Murray, sends
Lakers to regionals

By KEVIN DeVR1ES
MSU Athletics Media Relations
Assistant

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Lead Sports Writer
DRAH.ENVILLE, Ky. - Trailing 4-3 with the
bases loaded and one out in the top of the sixth,
Calloway's Wade Carter stepped up to the plate ready to face a familiar nemesis in Murray's Zack
Grogan.
Crafty and efficient, the Tiger's No. 1 ace quickly got ahead 0-2 on Carter - looking primed to
strike him out and mitigate the situation.
"The first two pitches,(the umpire) called a low
strike and I didn't think it was a strike," Carter
said. "I talked to the ump about it, so I shortened
my swing up and got my hands to the ball when
(Grogan) left a fastball up.
"As soon as I saw it...!' ye been seeing the ball so
well...I knew I was going to hit it pretty good."
With Calloway skipper Zach Hobbs waving full
speed .ahead on the basepaths, Murray's Ethan
Back trailed the high-arcing shot from the
straight-away to deep right-center and dove for
the ball.
It rolled all the way to the fence.
"We thought he would be looking curveball with
that count," Grogan said after the loss. "He just
got around on it, and had a good hit."
Carter's stand-up, three-RBI triple would end up
being the difference Tuesday night, as the
Calloway County Lakers (9-19, 2-3 4th District)
would surprise the Murray Tigers (1/-11, 2-3 4th
District) 7-4 at Marshall County High School advancing to the 4th District Championship
tonight against Marshall County.
With staff fireballers Connor Wagner and
U See BASEBALL 10A

"I've been struggling at the plate lately.
and I've been working hard to make the
adjustment.
"I did that tonight, and it felt really
good to do that for my team."
But the Lady Tigers success wouldn't
end there.
Murray had three goals when they
opened the 2015 season:
• Win 20 games.
• Win the All "A" Regional title.
• Win the 4th District title.
Two hours after winning their 19th
game of the season. Murray won their
20th - completing their checklist by
closing Tuesday night with their first 4th
District Championship in at least 17
years by thrashing the Lady Marshals 93.
It happened behind a two-out, five-run
rally in the third and Elizabeth Grogan's
three-run homer in the fourth.
Pitcher Bayleigh Blane then followed
•See SOFTBALL, 10A

LISA BRANNON / For the Ledger. EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times photos

Calloway's Wade Carter - nicknamed "Shady" by his teammates - hit a three-run triple in a decisive sixth inning to help cap a five-run rally over Murray's Zack Grogan. (below, left) Murray's
Tanner Foster slides in safely after a Cam Kelly double.(below, right) Calloway's Connor Wagner
went the distance for the Lakers - earning his third-straight regional clinching win of his career.
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St. Louis Cardinal Mark Reynolds fully extends for a home run
Tuesday night against the New York Meta. St. Louis won 10-2.

NEW YORK (AP) — The St Louis
Cardinals started joking as Randy
Choate put on Randal Grichuk's batting
gloves in the ninth inning. The fun in
the dugout increased as he took
Michael Wacha's bat and headed to
home plate for the first time in more
than a decade,and there was lots laughter when the reliever drew a walk.
With an eight-run lead, its pretty easy
to kid around.
Grichuk had three extra-base hits and
drove in three runs a night after striking

out five times, Mark Reynolds homered
among his three hits and the Cardinals
teed off on Mets starter Jonathon Niese
for a 10-2 victory over New York on
Tuesday night.
"I just don't want to get hit," Choate
said after his first plate appearance
since April 26,2004, with Arizona. "I'm
not a good hitter."
He didn't need to be.
After his team went 0 for 11 with runners in scoring position in a 2-1, 14inning loss Monday night, Cardinals
manager Matheny loaded his lineup
with right-handers to face the lefty
See CARDS, 11A

Murray State sophomore catcher
Tyler Lawrence was named Second
Team All-OVC announced Tuesday at
the OVC Awards Banquet in Jackson,
Tenn. Joining Lawrence with All-conference honors were Tyler Anderson
and Kipp Moore, who were selected to
the All-Freshman squad.
Lawrence, who was the only Racer to
start all 56 games in 2015, was second
on the squad with a .302 batting average
and led the Racers with 62 hits. 13 doubles, 12 home runs, 4.6 RBIs, 27 walks
and a .571 slugging percentage.
Lawrence was also tied for second on
the team with 36 runs scored on the season.
During OVC play, Lawrence hit .324
with eight home runs and 27 RBIs. His
eight homers were fourth-most in the
league and his 22 walks ranked fifth in
the league. Lawrence also ranked second in the conference by throwing-out
10 runners attempting to steal on the
season. Lawrence was named to the AllFreshman squad following the 2014
season as well.
In MSU's 27-7 victory over
Morehead State in the season finale,
Lawrence set a program record and tied
the OVC mark with four home runs in
the win. Lawrence recorded 11 RBIs in
the contest, which is just one shy of
tying the program and conference
record of 12. Lawrence was named the
Collegiate Baseball News Louisville
Slugger National Player of the Week
and the ADIDAS OVC Hitter of the
Week for his efforts.
Anderson led the Racers with a 3.16
ERA during the season and went 2-2. In
252 innings of work. Anderson struckout 25 batters and had a team-best .253
opponent batting average. Anderson
recorded two or more strikeouts in 11 of
his 19 appearances and had two games
with five strikeouts, March 24 at
Arkansas State and May 12 vs.
Evansville.
Moore hit .260 in 2015 and had six
homers and 23 RBIs, while sconng 25
runs. During OVC play, Moore hit 277,
clubbed five homers and drove-in 15.
Moore also led MSU with three gamewinning hits during the season. Moore
was a thorn in Southern Illinois' side
during the season, recording the gamewinners in both games against the
Salukis. In 14ISU's, 10-9 victory over
Jacksonville State7Moore belted a
walk-off three-run home run against the
Gamecocks and the OVC's all-time
saves leader. Travis Stout
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IN Softball...
From Page 9A
her two-hit shutout of Calloway
by yielding only three runs to the
hard-hitting Lady Marshals protecting large leads with tough
breaking balls and a strong presence on the mound.
"How about Bayleigh Blanc?"
head coach Scott Tucker said
after the Calloway win.-The two
balls that (the Lady Lakers) hit
hard, I made bad calls. She threw
the pitch where I wanted it. She
pitched the ultimate game,in my
mind. She was awesome.
"They never had anything. She
had them."
She had much of the same for
Marshall County, sitting down
six straight in the sixth and seventh innings to preserve the
championship.
Now with a No. 1 seed in the
1st Region Tournament, Tucker
believes the season is far from
finished.
"I think it's huge for us," he
said."We were 11-16 last season.
and now we're 20-11 as a 1 -seed.
The kids are excited. They know
we can beat teams. We split with
Paducah Tilghman, we beat
Graves, we beat Marshall, we
swept Calloway.
"We're going into Monday
with a; huge confidence factor,
but if we don't play ball with a
smile on our face, then I'm not
doing my job."
After two close regular-season
contests with the Lady Tigers
didn't end up their way,
Calloway County (11-18,0-5 4th
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EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times photos
(above, left) Murray's Bayleigh Blane pitched two complete game wins Tuesday to help the Lady Tigers.(above,
right) Head coach Troy Webb talks with his Lady Lakers
during the first inning against Murray High.

District) was hoping last week's
efforts would be enough to boost
themselves into a confident position against Murray and see
themselves into the regional.
It never quite panned out.
"It's a lot of pressure because
you've been playing for forever,"
senior Lady Laker Kelsey
Douglas said after the tough loss.
"We knew that it was going to be
. Murray) had
tough because (
already beaten us twice, and we
haven't been hitting the ball very

SPrt

finale, several of the seniors
well."
Add on the fact that Mollette exchanged hugs - Grogan,
was able to take advantage very Maddie Cohoon, Rachel Todd,
early against Calloway County, Douglas, Kristen Kelly, Ashlyn
and Douglas noted it was tough Stalls and Peyton Garland.
Mostly through travel softball,
to watch and try to regroup in the
the girls know each other well
dugout.
"That happens, and you sort of and have been each other's teamdrop a little bit," she said. "You mate at some point in their
want to come back, but then the career.
Though bittersweet, Grogan
next inning they get more and
it is all part of it.
noted
adds
just
it
and
more and more,
"At the end of the game,everyon.
Following the Crosstown body noticed that we were all

hugging," Grogan said. "It's just
pail of the game. One school is
going to go. One is not.
"It's been like that for the past
four years. The last couple, it has
been them."
"I sort of started playing with
Liz(Grogan)," Douglas added."I
guess it's good to end with them,
too."
A TOUGH ENDING
With the loss, head coach Troy
Webb and Calloway County
graduate their entire starting

infield and centerfielder Danielle
Potts.
Following the game, Webb
only had praise for his senior
class.
"They gave us everything they
had," he said. "Now real life
starts. Softball is just a game.
We'll get over it and move on.
These seniors are starting another
chapter in their life, and hopefully they learned some things from
softball to help them in their real
life."

For the third-consecutive season, Wagner settled into a
groove and shut out Murray the
final two innings to pick up the
complete game win - again
pushing Calloway into the 4th
District final and 1st Region
Tournament.
"I told Zack (Grogan) after the
game that he's one of the fiercest
competitors I've ever coached
against," Hobbs said. "I love the
way he plays the game and it's a
sharne someone has to end their
career today. I thought he threw
a great ballgame.
-But I thought Connor did,
too. I thought both pitchers competed. I have a lot of respect for
the way Zack plays the

game...but Connor Wagner what a competitor. I'll take that
guy. When we had the lead
there, he was going to go close
the door."
Should the weather remain
favorable, first pitch is set for 5
p.m. tonight at Marshall County
High School.
A FUN FIRST YEAR
Hired last summer by Murray
High School, McDonald finished his first season at the helm
of the Tigers 12-11 and 2-3 in
the 4th District.
Fresh off of the season-ending
loss, he was able to reflect on
what he believes was a successful year for the Black and Gold.
"I feel like the kids made a lot

of progress," he said. "The attitudes were really good. I had a
lot of people talk about over the
course of the year that these kids

•Baseball...
From Page 9A
Grogan on the mound for their
clubs, the mindset for each team
was "any methods necessary" to
score runs.
But the tallies came often
against both teams - thanks in
part to five combined errors
between the Tigers and the
Lakers in the early goings.
Twice Calloway took a lead in
the first three innings - 1-0 and
2-1 - before Murray responded
to tie it 2-all in the bottom of the
third.
After a serene fourth and top
fifth. Murray struck again
against Wagner for a 4-2 lead.
Grogan and Tanner Foster

tagged him for outfield singles game, and I think he got a little
before BJ. Elder bunted to push tired in the end.. but he still
needs to be the guy out there for
them around.
Cam Kelly then delivered a us."
Bryce On and Aaron Dawson
two-run double high off of
Wagner's glove - putting the jumpstarted the five-run rally in
Tigers in the driver's seat the fifth with identical singles to
against a Laker squad that had- left before Darnell moved them
around with a bunt to the
n't solved Grogan this season.
"We felt good being up 4-2 in mound.
Wagner and Caleb Brannon
the fifth," noted Murray skip
Rob McDonald."There was still then held on for walks to cut the
a fair amount of ballgame left, deficit to 4-3 - opting to not
but we felt pretty good about it. chase Grogan's breaking ball
Zack (Grogan) was pitching near the plate.
Following Carter's triple,
well.
"But then the bottom of the Lofton Pigg lined out before
order got on base, and they put Travis Dwyer walked and Carter
together a big inning. Zack com- scored on a passed ball to Austin
peted great. It was basically his Anderson for the final run.

competed.
"They did.. every game down
to the end."
THE FINAL SHOWDOWN
In their final Crosstown meeting, Grogan went seven innings
with six earned runs, six walks
and four strikeouts.
Wagner went seven innings
with six strikeouts,one walk and
two earned runs.
Carter went 3-for-4 with a run
and four RBI.
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BASKETBALL CAMPS, LLC
Experienced staff of Instructors & a FULL SCHEDULE of actvities!
MINI CAMP
AGES: 5-7
DATES: June 8-11
TIME: 9:00Arvi - 12:00Pm
COST: 90.'")

YOUTH CAMP 1
AGES: 7-17
DATES: June 22-25
TIME: 9:001\m - 4:00pm
COST: 180.`"

MURRAY STATE
I/

r

12

YOUTH CAMP 2
AGES: 7- those entering 7 grade
DATES: July 27-30
TIME: 9:00m - 4:001'm
COST: 180."
For more in ormatiol,

it/1w

Nose note appropriate age for each
camp per NCAA recruiting guidelines.

[tit!

Campers who are 7 years old may be
considered for youth camp at parent's request
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Timberwolves win draft lottery, Lakers move to No.2
by

Stuart Alexander

er
L
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By BRIAN MANCINEY
AP Basketball Writer

1702 Hwy 121 North
Bypats
Murray. Kentucky
stuart alexander ek‘,11) t (3
1/1
(270)753-4703
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MLB Glance
National League
Tuesday's Gaines
Minnesota 8, Pittsburgh 5
Washington 8, N Y Yankees 6, 10
innings
Milwaukee 8 Detroit 1
Arizona 4, Miami 2
St. Louis 10 NY Mets 2
Tampa Bay 5, Atlanta 3
KEUISILS City 3. Cincinnati 0
Colorado 6, Philadelphia 5
San Diego 4, Chicago Cubs 3
San Francisco 2, LA Dodgers 0
Wedneaday's Garnett
Minnesota (Palfrey 3-1) at Pittsburgh
(Locke 2-2), 7:05 p.m.

N V Yankees (Warren
2-2) at
Washington (Zimmermann 3-2) 705
pm
Milwaukee (Lotise 3-4) at Detroit
(Greene 4-2), 7:08 pm
Anzona (C.Anderson 0-1) at Miami
(Phelps 2-0). 7- 10 pm.
St Louis (C.Martinez 3-2) at N Y Mets
(8 Colon 6-2), 7.10 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Odorizzi 3-3) at Atlanta
(W Perez 0-0), 7:10 p.m.
Cincinnati (Marquis 3-3) at Kansas City
(Guthrie 3-2), 8:10 p m.
Philadelphia (S Gonzalez 1-1) at
Colorado (E Butler 2-4), 840 p.m
Chicago Cubs(Wade 0-0) at San Diego
(T Ross 2-3), 10 10 p.m
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III Calloway County coach Terry Birdsong, his staff, and members of
the 2015 Regional Championship team will conduct the annual Laker
basketball camp on June 8-11 at the high school. The camp runs
from
930-12 daily, and the cost is $50. Contact assistant coach Sawyer
Donohoe at sawyer donohoo@calloway.kyschools.us for more information.
• Murray High coach Rechelle Turner, her staff and the team
are
opening invitations to their 2015 Lady Tiger Basketball Camp scheduled
for June 1-3 at Murray High School. The camp will run in two sessions early morning for K-3 and early afternoon 4th through 10th grade.
Registration will be held June 1 at 8:30 am for the first session and
11:30 a.m. for the second session. The cost is $40 and is due at sign
ups.
For more information, contact Turner at 270-753-5202 or 270-2939066.

odds of winning but instead fell
to fourth 30 years after winning
the first lottery and drafting Hall
of Famer Patrick Ewing.
Not since Orlando won the
right to pick Dwight Howard in
2004 had the NBA's ultimate
game of chance came out in favor
of the team with the best odds.
The Timberwolves had a 25 percent chance of landing the top
pick in the draft to be held in New
York on June 25, after finishing
16-66.
But their fans knew not to get
their hopes up after the Wolves
had fallen backward eight times
previously, including both times
they were in the pole position. A
chance at Shaquille O'Neal
turned into Christian Laettner in
1992, and they fell one spot in
2011 to miss out on Kyrie Irving.
"Today was very nerve wracking. I really didn't anticipate that
it would go this way," owner
Glen Taylor said. "People say
you have a 25 percent to win but
I always look at it that there's a 75
percent chance that someone else
is going to win. I just feel very
honored that we have the chance
to be in this position."
Several hundred fans gathered
to watch on the big screen at
Target Center in Minneapolis and
erupted when the Lakers card
came out of the envelope for No.

2, meaning Minnesota had finally
earned the top pick for the first
time.
The Lakers were the other big
winners even without moving all
the way to the top.Their pick was
only protected in the top five as a
condition of their trade with
Phoenix for Steve Nash in 2012.
That was dealt this season to the
76ers, who could have ended up
with two top-six picks if the
Lakers had fallen backward two
spots.
"I told our guys earlier today
that I had a real good feeling
about tonight," Lakers coach
Byron Scott said. "I hope not to
be back here anytime soon, but
I'm happy the way things turned
out tonight."
So was superstar Kobe Bryant,
who ended his tweet after seeing
the results with # lakerluck and #
goodday.
The lottery sets the top three
picks. The remainder of the 14
non-playoff teams follow in
inverse order of their won-loss
record.
Things went according to form
until the Knicks slid. General
manager Steve Mills hoped history' could repeat by wearing Dave
DeBusschere's
Naismith
Memorial Basketball Hall of
Fame ring, which DeBusschere
was wearing as the Knicks GM

when they won the 1985 lottery.
"Obviously, we would have
liked to receive a higher pick but
we went into this knowing that
anywhere between one and five
we were going to get a good
pick," Mills said.
The lottery began 30 years ago
as a way to discourage teams
from losing on purpose as a way
to secure the top pick. Tanking
may still exist — the 76ers have
appeared to be angling for the
draft with no regard for their
record the last couple of seasons
— but the Wolves appeared to
lose honestly while battling
numerous injuries with a young
roster.
Their victory, with Taylor on
stage, was only the fifth time the
team that finished with the worst,
or tied for the worst record, won
the lottery.
Saunders, who got emotional
talking about the recent death of
his father, joked that the Wolves
shouldn't have waited so long to
have Taylor represent them. He
almost didn't, as he sought to
have his wife, Becky,do it but the
league sent a memo saying it didn't want family on stage.
"Glen. reluctantly I think, went
up there," Saunders said. "He's
good luck. Glen always has a tendency to be pretty. lucky. He did
what he had to do."

Niese (3-4) had his second Grichuk said of Monday's fivestraight rough outing. After giv- K performance. "It's not easy to
ing up six runs to the Cubs on forget about it period, but after
Thursday, he was off from the that first knock in the first I got
first batter, a single by Peter to relax a little bit."
Bourjos.
The first four batters in the
"He didn't have his two-seam sixth reached on hits, with
fastball," manager Terry Collins Kolton Wong's two-run double
said. "Every time he called it, or chasing Niese.
it was called for, it either went
Niese allowed a career highstraight or he cut it and a lot of tying eight runs and 11 hits.
them, instead of cutting away
TRAINER'S ROOM
from the barrel, came into the
Cardinals: OF Jon Jay (left
barrel."
wrist tendinitis), out since May
Grichuk followed with an RBI 10, swung a bat indoors and
double off the wall in left. made some throws on the field.
Grichuk tripled off the glove of
Mets: Closer Bobby Parnell
center fielder Juan Lagares lead- (Tommy John surgery) pitched 1
ing off the third and added a 1-3 innings in an extended
two-run double in the sixth.
spring game at Port St. Lucie,
"Definitely try to flush it," Florida. He allowed four hits,

three runs — two earned — and
struck out two. He did not walk
a batter.
UP NEXT
Cardinals: Carlos Martinez
has not been able to finish the
sixth in any of his three starts in
May. He's allowed 16 runs in
those starts and is 0-2 this
month.
Mets: Colon has gone 45 1-3
innings without walking a batter,
2 1-3 innings off Brett
Saberhagen's club record. The
right-hander, who turns 42 on
Sunday, is 4-0 in six starts
against the Cardinals.
HOT GLOVE
Lagares knocked off Wacha's
glove with a sharply hit ball up
the middle leading off the third.

Wacha took a stab at the comebacker and his glove went flying
as the ball squirted through for
an infield hit. "It was just a
stinger, fortunately" Matheny
said.
WRESTLING THE METS
Retired
wrestling
star
Goldberg took batting practice
at Citi Field and threw out the
ceremonial first pitch. The former WWE champion who
played in the NFL for the Los
Angeles Rams and Atlanta
Falcons said he once took batting practice at a Major league
stadium between turns by Barry
Larkin and Mark McGwire. He
said it was "the coolest moment
and the most emasculating
moment of my career."

NEW YORK (AP) — The
Minnesota Timberwolves too
often came to the NBA draft lottery and left in worse shape than
they arrived.
And when they finally ended
years of lottery futility, it came
from the spot where nobody had
been winning.
The Timberwolves won the lottery Tuesday night, the first time
since 2004 the team with the
worst record earned the No. 1
pick.
After years of bad luck, things
finally worked out for the
Wolves, who can perhaps choose
between big men Karl-Anthony
Towns of Kentucky and Jahlil
Okafor of national champion
Duke to put next to Rookie of the
Year Andrew Wiggins.
"We're in this for big stakes,"
said Flip Saunders, the Wolves'
president and coach. "The big
thing about this is getting good
talent that can blend together.
This is another big step."
The Los Angeles Lakers moved
from the fourth spot to second.
keeping a pick they would have
sent to Philadelphia if it fell outside the top five. The 76ers are
third followed by the New York
Knicks, who had the second-best

III Cards...
From Page 9A
Niese, leaving Jason Heyward,
Matt Carpenter and Matt Adams
on the bench.
The new look order broke out
to match the Cardinals' season
high for hits, set on April 28
against Philadelphia — Wacha
was the recipient of that largess,
too. The NL Central leaders
upped the majors best record to
26-13 with their fourth win in 10
games.
Every starter had a hit except
for Matt Holliday, who added a
sacrifice fly, and the Cardinals
went 6 for 14 with runners in
scoring position. Wacha contributed a safety squeeze in the
second to give,St. Louis a 2-0
lead, and he bunted for a single

in the six-run sixth, when second baseman Daniel Murphy
failed to cover first.
"Just good, tough at-bats all
the way through," Matheny said.
Wacha(6-0) gave up a two-run
homer to Murphy in seven
innings of four-hit ball to join
the Mets' Bartolo Colon and
Seattle's Felix Hernandez for
most wins in the majors. The six
wins are a career high for the 23year-old right-hander.
"It's always good whenever
you're on the mound with that
kind of run support," Wacha
said.
In a matchup between two of
the NL's top 10 ERA leaders
only Wacha lived up to the
billing.

ir.-4 with a run

JOHN DEERE
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866 488 1662
www.hutsofliflc.com
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THE TRACTOR YOU ALWAYS WANTED
WITH ATTACHMENTS YOU ALWAYS NEEDED
YOUR

NEXT TRACTOR

ATE

$2,750 I

OR

RETAIL BONUS

I

Mon
0% for 84
ths
and
implement bonus
$1,7
50
with the purchase of Z or more qualifying attachments

Offer ends 8/4/15. Subitct to approved cradlt with John Deere Financial, 0% APR financing up to 84 months, Some Restrictions apply, other special rates and terms may
be available Retail bonus In Ileu of Implement bonus and special financing offers. Standard rate financing available See your dealer for details,
I.'
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DON'T CROAK...
Call Chris, Crystal or Lauren to schedule
your full page ad at an introductory rate!
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),CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Call

Call

%I ass
$8.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period )
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

Nicki Peach
Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager

Nellie
Klessig
Murray Ledger
& Times
Circulation Manager for your
circulation needs

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

for all your
classified needs

The publisher maintains the right to reiect or edit any submitted matter

To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified@murrayledger.com or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270) 753-1927
DEADLINES
Monday

Fri. 10 Lit

Smart Sayer

Fn. 9 am,
Mort, Sam.

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Tue. lp.m.
W.12 p.m.

Saturday

Thor. 12 p.m.

010
Advertisers are requested
of their ads for any error
Murray Ledger & limes
will be responsible for only
one incorrect insertion.

reported immediately so

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month Free!

Hwy 94 East
270-978-1400 or
170-4871-61 27
THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers
its sources reliable,
but inaccuracies do
Occur
Readers
using this information do so at their
own risk. Although
persons and companies
mentioned
herein are believed
to be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept
any
responsibility
whatsoever for their
activities.
060
Help Wanted
Now Hiring
Aspiundh Tree Expert
Experienced
Co.
Foreperson with valid
driver's license and
med card for a manual
crew. Crew will be
working in Murray, KY
Apply
online
at
asplundh.ourcareerpages.com
PROFESSIONAL
office assistant needed. Our busy office
needs a person with a
positive attitude and a
good
ethic.
work
Computer and phones
skills a must. Please
send resume to PO
Box 1040A
Murray, Ky 42071

Help Wanted
Alexande
Construction.
Carpenter/Labor
Needed. 270-970-1286

Currently
accepting
applications for an
experienced electrician
in the Murray area.
Competetive pay with
benefits. Call 270-2932418

Our workplace is expanding!

21 A part time Customer Service Position.
This position requires exceptional
communication skills over the phone and in
person as it will be completing car rental
transactions, moving truck rental
transactions along with inspecting the
cars and equipment and cleaning them before
the next rental.

Excellent Benefits Package:
'Competitive Pay
•Health, Dental, Vision &
Supplemental
'Nine Paid Holidays
•401k
•Vacation

Applicant must have basic computer
knowledge, a valid driver's license with a clean
driving record and be able to lift up to 50 lbs.
Days and hours will vary week to week for both
positions.
Apply in person at
516 S. 12th St. Murray, KY
NO phone calls please!

This is a full time positions with a
fast growing company. Please send
resume to one of the following:

MVP Group Pouring Facility
112 Industrial Drive
Mayfield, KY 42066
jeannatucker@mvpgroupint.com
or Mayfield Career Center
319 South 7th Street
Mayfield, KY 42066
Full-time Pre-school
Teacher
Position
Available.
2years
Experience Preferred.
Apply in person at
Christian
Childcare
Center. 270-767-1177

eMURRAY
Full-time Job vacancies

at Murray Campus

Bookstore Assistant $9.55/hr
additional details at
WYPtarlUffaYSkIfil412122M
Women and minohties are encouraged to apply.
Murray State University is an equal education and
employment opportunity, M/F/D. AA employer.
Apply online & view

Local Mail
1
3 mo.
$30.00
6 mo. .......--$55.00
$105.00
1 yr..

1
Rest of KY/TN
,Purreat a Buchanan)

I 3 mo.
I 6 mo.
I 1 yr
1

Check

$40.00
$80.00
—$120.00

1
All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo. ,.............575.00
6 mo.
$96.00 I
I yr. ----..$145.00 I

Money Order

Visa

Mit'

I Name
St. Address_
I City
Zip,_.

State
I Daytime Ph.

Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916
I.

Deadline is May 21st at Noon
•

*
HAPPY MEMORIAL DAY

r°111P 1,1111111•1111•/•••••k

MVP Group is looking for individuals who
want to worts in a fast paced environment.
Candidates must
possess assertiveness, initiative, and have
the ability to multi-task, pay special attention
to detail, and be able to perform shift work.

LEDGER &TIMES

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

(270) 753-1713

i A part time position as a Tow Truck
Operator. Experience a plus, but not required.
Must have minor mechanical knowledge, be able
to lift at least 50 lbs,. pass required DOT medical physical, background checks and have a
clean
driving record. This positions does require daytime hours and occasional nights and weekends.

temporary varm workers Neeaea.
G A Smith Farms LLC - Mayfield, KY Perform
all duties of Tobacco & Row Crop Production;
ncluding irrigating, spraying, harvesting, & packaging; other altemative work. Employment
pates: 07/20/2015 — 12/20/2015. $10.28/hr.
Piece rates may be offered. Worker guaranteed
3/4 of contract hours. Tools provided at no cost.
Free housing provided to non-commuting workers. Transportation & subsistence reimbursed
when 50% of contract is met. Random drug
esting may be done after hire at employer's
expense. Contact the State Workforce Agency at
502-564-7456 and reference lob order number
<Y0590848.

HONOR
your HERO

605 E South 12th St

112 Industrial Drive, Mayfield, KY 420661
Assistant HR Manager. Lab Technician
Warehouse Receiving Clerk Systems Control
Specialist Floor Supervisors
Site Quality Acsurance Manager

Well established business of 50 years
seeking to fill 2 Part Time Positions.
We are looking for self-motivated, energetic and
service oriented individuals to fill

EXPERIENCED autobody repairman 731335-2748

Call NICKI PEACH
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!
11231Appliances

MVPg

STATE ILINWERSIITY

I

Thank you for your business'

WARD-ELKINS

MURRA1

I Home Delivery
$30.00
I 3 mo.
$55.00
I 6 mo.
$105.00
I 1 yr.

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

r

Please apply at jobs.kroger.com for consideration.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

759-2500

Your Business can be Here
Call Nicki
270-753-1916
I have a great deal for you.

Residential & Commercial

Qualified applications should send resume and salary history to:
Kenlake Foods
Attn: Human Resources
300 North L.P. Miller Street
Murray, KY 42071

306 S. 12th
Murray

IDUITIlyey*Cilfe.COM

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray

Kenlake Foods offers a competitive wage and benefit package,
including medical and dental insurance, 401k Plan, company paid
retirement, vacation and paid holidays

Any error should be

Dr. Kevin Adams
*Eyeglasses
*Contacts
*Eye Disease

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

Responsibilities include all maintenance aspects of a manufacturing facility including job planning, preventive maintenance and the
direct supervision of a maintenance team.
Prefer engineering degree in mechanical, electrical, or manufacturing and 3+ years of supervisor/managerial experience in technical field. Computer skills, familiarity with computerized management systems, and PLC ability a plus.

corrections can be made.

•New Climate Control
Available
•24,7 Surveillance
•Pest Control

Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, batteries, and ail aluminum

to check the first insertion

THE
Aurora
Community Park has
spaces for rent for the
400 Mile Sale June 4th7th. 15'x20' $10 a day
(electric extra). Call
Bonnie 270-354-8467
020
Notice

Eyecare Specialties

BUYING, BUYING BUYING

Kenlake Foods, a Kroger-owned dry
mix and nut processing private label
manufacturer, has an immediate
opening for an experienced supervisor in the Maintenance
Department, working 2nd Shift, Sunday through Thursday.

Mon. 12 p.m.

Legal
Notice

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR*

2nd Shift MAINTENANCE
SUPERVISOR

Construction Bookkeeper/Office Manager
Local Construction Company seeking qualified applicants for bookkeeper/office manager. Position
requires financial, HR. payroll, taxes, insurance, and
licensing operations, and daily management duties.
Qualifications:
• Bachelor's Degree or 5 year experience in
Business related field Construction background preferred.
• Strong interpersonal, oral and written communications skills
• Ability to phoritize assignments/proiects and multitask with in restricted time constraints.
W.D. Steele Construction Services, LLC is an equal
employment company offering competitive wages
and benefits All applicants must respond by emailmg a complete resume with cover letter stating skills
and expenence to dsteeleOwdsteele corn Or fax to
270-761-9373 Job position is toll time and iocated
in Murray. KY Benefits package available

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

Articles
Sale

For

Approx 4,500 to 5,000
concrete blocks never
laid. Seconds. $0.50
each. 270-753-3949
CEMETERY Plot at
Gardens
Memorial
Draffenville 270-8984105
AKC
Registered
Shorthair
German
Pointer Puppies. $400
270-559-0243

•ffir—••c-

Mulch
FOR SALE

haft&

C

1

et,

Brown clyed/Double-grou
Convenient in town location!

0
,
Z•

Hours: Tues-Fn 8-4,Sat 8-12
Lanka 512/4'

GET. AINg
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
Nice 16x80 2BR 2BA
All appliances furnished. On private lot
close to town and
school. $500/mo plus
deposit. 270-293-1761

HONOR OUR HEROES THIS MEMORIAL DAY.
Name:
Branch of Service:
Number of Years Served:
Name of Payee:

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
28R from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid OH% e
TDD I-800-54S-1833 ext 283

Phone:

$10 PER PICTURE

DEADLINE: MAY 21 AT NOON

Send payment to
Murray Ledger & Times:
PO Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071 MUSGERSITIMES

flit
,Invtirution LA an t514:6
gropporfunth pram!,

aria empiol er

bedroom
NICE
2
Duplex, appliances NO
pets, 1yr lease. 270227-7414
Two Bedroom Duplex,
with C/Fi/A/C, car port,
all appliances furnished, No Pets. 270436-5960
340
Houses For Rent
2 Br, 1 Ba house with
30x30 shop. 2 miles E
of Murray. $900 month
plus deposit 270-9780270

Skop Rentals
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

720 S.4TH ST.
Corner of 121 S.& Glendale
10X10s & 10115s
(2701436-2524
Commerical Prop. For Rent
638 South 4th Street
3700 Square Feet
could possibly be divided. $2000 Month
270-759-4979.

Shop Bays
Auto Clean up Body
Work,' Mechanic/ etc
1 Double Bay
2 Single Bays
Freshly painted,
Bath Room.
New Commercial
Compressor

WIC
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Hours:
Mon, - Fri
8:00-4:00
Saturday,
800-12:00

(270)485-6122
Have a Storage
Building for Rent
Call us, we'll be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger SE
Times
270-753-1916

Reel Estate
Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice

2.6 Acres Lake Fron
on Cyrpress Creek
4BR, 2BA with Full
Basement Like New
Condition Stock 2,5
Car Garage. Carport.
All
Driveways
&
Walkways
Paved.
$439,900270-2934602

All real estate advertised herein
sublect to the Federal Fait
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or chscrurunahon based on race, color, mu'
gain. ,e,L, handicap. familial status or national ongm. or intention to make any such preferences, limitahons or discrimination.
State laws torbid discrimination
in the sale rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept any
advertising tor real estate which
is not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportu
nity basis
KY Lake waterfront lots
For further assistance with Fair for sale. 5-Jots side by
Housing Advertising require- side with
gentle slope
contact
Rrrevezts.p mda
Am Counsel
to water's edge. Lots
284-288 in Pine Bluff
Shores. Pnces start at
$49,900. Call 270-752SEW ....100
0274 for more info,
Li

tettos help
yor spread
the word Classifieds
work!
Call

7534910
to place
your ad
MOVING Sale
RCA Microwave $40, 2
Polk Audio Speakers
$40, Yorx Turntable,
Radio, ED player with
speaker
$100.
Kenmore Fndge $100,
ZT Emygac 2500 DL
workout unit $150 270293-8550

[
111aLl
eke Property

lAr

Ask
for
NICKI
1x1 $75
1x1.5 $85
2x2 $300
2x3 $350

From pets to used cars
Check the
CLASSIFIEDS
stle•
for all your needs!
Advirthe with ui for tha best mend

CLASSIFIEDS
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2207 CAROL DRIVE
MURRAY

Thursday, May 21st 2015 @ 10:00 AM
LOCATION: 318 Solar Drive, Murray, KY 42071
From Murray Al Th. bitorsoction On 71111 Striae A Chestnut $treet
Tun Lett On an Street r,R,thsoketime fOrl Pro,eed

• L.
TRUCKS -TRACTOR • TOOLS - CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT - GOLF CART - DIRT BIKE

2007 Cheroot,* Sawraclo 025.00 HD Crest Cab ,I51 000
Mite, I GGNC23X37F5647051 •2006 GMC Sane Cl500
Erdintlett Cat;142.000 Wee 1GTEC19%76/2914M
•2006 Mantralta 3512 Tractor erTront End Bucket(1.10e
II4ourrl. 35101,
110172th •I988 Ford E 150 Lain LSB
Extended Cab I68.400 Mies, 1FfEXI SN5.11(813I 22?
•5 Haase 3 Pt Ham Ficaar, Cato •Ckb Cat Go
Powerea GYI Cr or Canop, *Kawasaki KLXI 10 Drt
Blue Diamond Be8 Foil, Loader *2 4.9 Won BasAsts
*Whitman WM-70 &fiver /tech Ca,Powsted Concro.taxer *Snap On YA5550 Plasma aster *Whitman Multsesp POwl. %VON •+.444 Bobcat 2x,Osman I WO
Wan G.naudc..1,,,,,w,Nax 256 Po.e, Mc)&We .4.Akr Arc Yidder *BOVA& !WA Gun •Wr..4 bghts
*Large Jo:vs% *Troy Bit Past' Algae,*HP Dag,Jet 500 Pnctre •Xeros 2515 Rar Goner PrInter *Hand
Tools •AlLannern Drancnd Rate Truck Lobo .2 Neturai Gas Unit Heaters •I>arnond Core Get Masors Sat
•Scataoldrg *Udders *Chop. See; & Gotxret.? Sews •Weedeates •Jact.Pipe Stands •tiltsr; Metal & I,ni Tier
*Masonry Cement •Mtsc &Ming Matenais *Masts- Cedar ()mune') Hard Sple Shaee •PaJoi E300 FrerAhr.
Powered &Wars
AUCTION HELD ON SITE
VISIT HARRISAUCTIONS.COM FOR PHOTOS!
AMMON TERMS: Full Settlement Day Of Sale Cash Or Check With Proper Identrhcation

3 Bedrooms, 2 Full
Baths
Open Floor Plan
Split
Bedroom
Arrangement
2 Car Attached Garage
$169,000 Call 270753-7955 cell 270-9780402

Lake View Bargain
380 Mermie Rd
Hardin, KY
Watch the spectacular sunset over the
Lake from your updated 3Bedroom
2 Bath ranch in Pirates Cove Resort.
Open Concept Living Area. New windows,
Electric Heat Pump w/ NC. Attached
Garage w/work space plus shed.
Asking Price Reduced $102,900
Call for appointment
270-761-6121

3401N

21133

3 Bed Room,3 Bath Home

LAND AUCTION

Situated on a 200x300 Lot.
Formal Living, Den, Huge Kitchen,
Solid surface Counter Tops,
2 Car attached Garage, City utilities,
Separate 2 Car/workshop Garage with
office and Bonus Room.

Thursday, May 21st 2015 @ 6:00 PM

$279,000

KENNETH'HARRIS Itrotef,Ar•ctrocreet • TL eSti:14
UEN BOLINGER Realty',Auctioneei

3855 St at 43 Nortt, • M3ytteid KY 12066
2628 Co, Mill Rd • Hcpkesville KS 42241)

270-247-3253 ssv,%•11."-riSaISCIJOTES•COIMI 800-380-4318

Lots 4 & 5, Saratoga Farms, Bridlewood Drive, Murray, KY 42071
From Murray. Take 9.1 .1
..,
...)n Rd S
Left On Eindiewooc Dr6e 4- jProceed To A.. '

FANTASTIC BUILDING SITES' GREAT LOCATION WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
70 THE OAKS COUNTRY CLUB AND LESS THAN 4 MILES TO MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY'CITY WATER, SEWER & NATURAL GAS AVAILABLE!
REAL ESTATE LOTS - Lot 4* 3.00 Acres Lot 5* ':', DO A :res
REAL ESTATE OFFERED AT 6:00 PM! AUCTION HELD ON SITE!
VISIT HARRISAUCTIONS.COM FOR PHOTOS!
mum mos, I
,Arl Ftee Day vi s., -- the Cash Balance DJ.- ... '.
..J,...,f S PfeTRAM
Mit Be Ackied To The [star Bid And hcluood in The Contract Prce Mase ri
.- rrhar ID Cue ot Sate
-11
1

A Leader in Land Marketing
Cog, Prolession:p1 Anclioneer,

it

%II 1"1'111%

. ri

Sli

It

MICHAEI HARRIS, ElloicerTrAtoetioneer • IF "4537
_
RENNIE TH HARRIS, BrokerlAuctioneer • TL eSEiz4 3855 St at 45 North • Mayfield KY 42066
2628 Coii Mill Rd • Hopkinsville KY 42240
BEN BOLINGER, Reattur,Auctioneer
.
v. uliarri.atictions c0111 800-380-4318
270-247-3253

530
Services Offered
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*Home Improvements

530
Services Offered

530
Services Offered

David's Home
Improvement

270-436-5959

Will Do Insurance Wm-,
visa &MasterCard A'

ww.hillelectric.com

Greg Mansfield

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

Drywali, Painting,
Plumbing Fioonng, Decks
*Insured *Sr Discount
•Free Estimates
*Member 01Angles List

*MO
Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Greet Hometown Service
Don't spend ,0%,rnOney avis1

GARY W. DICK

ELECTRIC

753-9562
A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation
We// Drilling
Well Pump Service
Residential &
Agricultural

state keep .1 iocal"
(270) 293-8480

Licensed &
Insured

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

MITCHELL
BROS.
PALING

270-293-3248

CLEAN CUT

*Aspt-latt Installation
*Seal coating & stnpng
•LicEnsed-Insured

LAWN CARE

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE
& DEBRIS

40 yrs. expenence

(270)759-0501

REMOVAL

**Licensed & Insured
Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

LEAF REMOVAL

SPRING CLEAN U1'
Free estimates
Call Kevin at

270-293-4020

Ron

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
*Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
-Insured

(270) 489-2839

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(2701226-0194
Service on all
major brands
I icumed & Insured

CONCRETE PLUS
• FLATWORK • PATIO
• STEPS•DECORTIVE
IC AND GENERAL
CONTRACTOR IN kV
eFARS EXPERIENCE
270-309-0600

SMALL home repairs,
washing,
pressure
painting and general
labor. No job too small
270-227-9484

470
Motorcycles 8 ATV's
2009 Yamaha V-Sta
650 under 700 miles
Excellent
condition,
garage kept. $4500,
please contact 270
978-6503.
Serious
inquiries only

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00

Hill Electric

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

Kitchen

School:
Graduate's Name:
Message:

Name of Payee:
Phone:
DEAOUNE NOON ON MAY is
OGER
Sorxt payment to Murray Lodger &Tarsesc
PO Box 1040, Murray,KY 42011
Wil"FIMES

A MONTH
CALL 753 1916
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

•Eath

Send your graduate a congratulatory message to be featured
in the Class of2015 special publication!

$10FON 20 WOODS
478 Robertson Rd South
Murray, Ky
Call 270-978-0402
or 270-753-7955

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• weekly (k +peLial pickup
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

,db years L spenerxe
Free Estirnates
H and K
Concrete Finishing
Patio's Driveways,
Sidewalks, Etc
Mtchae. 44ouston270-978- 1201
Ken Kimbei
270-873-9027

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

14, 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average;
2-So-so; 1-Difficult

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** If you don't want to accept more
responsibility, say no. Don't worry so much
about others' reactions; you need to feel
comfortable. Intensity surrounds a child or
new friend. Be careful before diving in and
affecting this person's decision. Tonight:
Make weekend plans.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You might be more emotional about a
personal matter than you realize. YOU could
have difficulty sorting through your feelings
and your options. You are in a period of
uncertainty. You should consider breaking
out of a rigid mindset. Tonight: Out till the
wee hours.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Read between the lines with a situation that affects a loved one. A power play
will backfire if you refuse to play. Go with the
moment, even if it makes hash out of your
schedule. Express your caring on a deeper
level. Tonight: Relax to a great piece of

270-293-1924
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Crossroads
Landscaping

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

• Landscape design & maintenance
• Lawn care(mow and trim)
• Cleanup & outdoor projects
• Raised beds/gardens

l'e%ing-Sealcoating
Striping
t;ra‘el-Dirt-Sand

270-293-3406

270-753-1916

SUDOKU
Concepts SucloKu

'EOM'TRAVIS

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

MINI
STORAGE
!Ill II
It Size U

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

24/7 Surveillance•Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units

012 WhItnell Ave.

753-3853

132
CONSISTENCY
AD.
ONLY $100.00
PER MONTH.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FOR DETAILS
(270) 753-1918.
Need help
getting your
business out
there?
We can get the
word outl
753-1916

IDIJS
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1
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Protecting your house like
it is our house!

David 270-227-1106

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Seryice.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

Tea years ag

ivvv"AN
McCUISTON

Zach 270-873-7700
Hand Nailed

Lookini

(270) 759-0890

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:

270-753-2905

USED TIRES

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, May
21, 2015:
This year your sensibilities seem to soar.
You also view situations from many different perspectives. Emotionally, you often
will find yourself on a roller-coaster ride.
Incorporating all the information you
receive could be challenging at times. If
you are single, you might already have
encountered an important person to your
life's history earlier this year. If not, remain
open-minded. If you are attached, remernber that your relationship is a two-way
street. CANCER can cause financial
swings if you go along with his or her ideas.

I — — —1

It you've gout, we ea n store it"

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights. Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

We Finance
hollandmotorsales corn
270-753-4461

by Jacqueline Bigar

Horoscope

ARIES(March 21-Ap,1l 19)
**** Hang in there, and you will be able Music.
to clear up a problem that involves your SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
HILL SEPTIC
COMPLETE CARE
domestic life. Your ability to get to the bot- **** YOU could regret a decision you
PUMPING
• PROPERTIES, LIC
EXCAVATION
make today. If possible, sit on it a little
I MOWING SERVICE I tom of a problem will emerge. You'll make
HOME-APARTMENT - • peace at the end of it all. A close friend longer and decide what is possible. Others
& TRUCKING
•
REAL
ESTATE
All )(our Septic Needs
appreciates you and lets you know. Tonight: will be testy, and they suddenly might balk
I
TRACTOR WORK
Installation
You are full of surprises.
at what they previously had thought was
▪
270-978-4135
•
& Repair
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
OK. Use care with your finances: a mistake
L kentwIrrhantiraii
Dirt, Gravel,
***** Your ability to draw someone out could be costly. Tonight: Say 'yes."
White Rock,
will be enhanced. You will want to weigh the CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
LAWN Mowing
Sand, & Mulch
pros and cons of a financial matter before **** You could be in a position where
Free
estimates
(270)293-8686
making a decision. A discussion could be you must take a stand with a loved one who
Colby: 270-227-9027
divisive. As a result, you are likely to seems to be driving a hard bargain. You are
encounter a major roadblock. Tonight: In the able to see the big picture, while others canmoment.
not. Think carefully before taking a stand.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Tonight: You are on top of a problem, even
***** You see the importance of har- if you don't realize it.
GdiNftwito tircencal Cotstiw4 tot
tt
nessing a vision. A partner might see the AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
matter differently. Friends add an unpre- *** Dive into a project that might prevent
Gallimore
dictable element to your day. Speak your you from getting into weekend mode. This
Electrical Contractors, LLC
mind, and listen to a suggestion. Don't for- project might require a financial and emoget to buy a card for someone special. tional investment in order to be completed.
IndustrIal/Commemial/Ruldential
Tonight: Just be yourself.
Ask for feedback from a friend who underJames C. Gallimore
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
stands what is occurring. Tonight: Out late.
**** Listen to news more openly than PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
WWW.GECMURRAY.COM
you have as of late. Even though you might **** Your creativity will come out when
not like what you hear, you could discover dealing with various situations, and it will
that someone reveals useful information. allow you to communicate your caring. A
Avoid a controlling person; don't get tangled financial issue could arise that might need
up in his or her web. Tonight: Take some more than a little imagination to be handled
much-needed private time.
effectively. Tonight: Tap into your inner Child.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Zero in on what is important to BORN TODAY
you. You will need to play it low-key and
Actor Mr. T (1952), comedian Noel Fielding
ROOFING
have an important discussion that you have (1973), singer/songwriter Leo Sayer (1948)
F'elMicertlent .)nci Reimir
been avoiding. A power play could complicate a decision. Detach a bit before thinking
this matter through. Tonight: Catch some Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at
Free Estimates
Z'S.
www.jacquelinebigar.com.
Roofing Specials
(c) 2015 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
Licensed & Insured

Over 28 Years
Experience

270-293-4256

GARLANt
RENTAL

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
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By Dave Green

86
,

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers The object is to place the numbers 110
9 in the ernpty squares so that each row each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The Circuity level
or the Concepts Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

4 9
5
4
8

..
2
1 5 9
Difficu ty Level ***

-

1
3
, , _ :1
_

2
6

. , ._5
1
7
4 23 8
5,20

Answer to previous puzzle

3' 5 24
6:7i8 2
1 914 3
78 1 6
4 39 5
26 5 9
8 2_6 1
9 1 3 7
5,.4 7 8
•
Dinkoky LC.•

6 7
9 1
85
3 2
1 8
7 4
4 3
56
29

98 1
5 34
6 2 7459
276
3 1 8
7 9 5_
8 42
1 6 3

•14

&1s
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Ten years ago
Elizabeth
Bogal-Allbritten
received notice that she had
received one of 2,500 scholarships
designated to distinguished seniors
through the National Merit Scholars
Program.
Pictured is Nicole McGee with
the bicycle she woo for the Most
Improved Reader for 2004-2005
school year at Murray Elementary.
Workmen have begun installation
of state-of-the-art traffic safety
lights in Murray that will provide
better visibility in all weather conditions.
Four nurses were recognized by
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
as Most Valued Nurse during
National Nurses' Week.Pictured are
Karen Hart, Shari Sherwood,
Carolyn Carraway and Shelley
Motley.
Andrea McCormack, Kevin Cox
and Justin Weet, students in Heidi
Heiss's homeroom at East Calloway
Elementary, are pictured as they
sort through donations by parents
and students to send to Make A
Difference Day.
Blair Lane and the doubles team
of Ellen Hayman and Leanne
Hewlett advanced to regional semifinal action by winning their quarterfinal tennis matches yesterday.
Twenty years ago
Murray High's Jason West is pictured as he slides under the tag of
the Marshall County catcher in the
fourth inning of the Fourth District
Tournament game. The Tigers
downed Marshall 10-0 at Ty
Holland Stadium behind Ethan
Crum's no-hitter and a three-run
homer by Robert Weatherly.
Pictured is Murray Postmaster
Mark Kennedy as he delivers a van
full of food collected in Murray and
Calloway County by National
Association of Letter Carriers in
conjunction with U.S. Postal
Services AFL-C10. to Need Line.
Pictured, are the superlatives of
Calloway County High School.
They include Best All-Around Erin Grogan,Carrie Bell and Milton
Stokes; Best Looking - Bethany
Vance and Tyler Bohannon; Best

DEAR ABBY: My daughter,
*Meg,* was sexually abused at
the age of 3 by her father 25
years ago. "Emile" and I were
divorced, but he had every other
weekend visitation. After returning from one visit,she said,"Daddy
put his finger in there. It hurt. I
cried." Her words forever changed
my life.
After we
made countless trips to
the children's
hospital and
numerous
therapists, a
judge allowed
supervised
visitation. It
happened
but
again,
Emile told the
By Abigail
judge he was
Van Buren
"putting medicine on her." He remarried shortly after and lost interest in Meg
and het brother, "Ian," which was
a blessing to me. but he'd visit
with them occasionally.
Emile spent years belittling me
and telling lies to the kids about
me, but I stayed busy with two
jobs and raised them by myself.
Meg has no relationship with her
father, but her brother does.
Ian is now expecting a child
and knows nothing about the abuse
his sister suffered. I have tried
raising the subject with Meg, but
she won't discuss it. I'm afraid if
I tell Ian. it will cause a breach
in our relationship and I'm not
sure he would believe me. But
how do I NOT tell him? Please
advise me. -- WORRIED SICK
IN LOUISIANA
DEAR WORRIED SICK: Sit
your son and his spouse down
and tell them EVERYTHING.They
need to know what Grandpa-tobe is capable of. Because it has
been kept a secret for so long,
its sure to be a shock, so don't
be surprised if they react with
disbelief. If they .want proof, show

Dear Abby
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DEAR ABBY: Six months ago
ran across an ad from a woman
in prison who was looking for a
pen pal. Having served time in
the past. I know how it feels to
be locked up and wanting contact with the outside world, be it
friends, family. etc. I wrote her
and she wrote back, and we
exchanged pictures.
I am twice her age. I tried to
get permission to visit her but
was denied because I had served
prior jail time. Our communication has been emails. letters and
phone calls. I buy her things, and
she is appreciative of everything
1 have done for her.
She says she wants to be with
me when she gets out, which is
not far off, and I'd love for it to
happen, but I don't know how
my daughters will react because
she's their age. Right now it's
friendship, but I know it could
quickly evolve into love. I have
prayed about it. All the signs keep
saying we are good for each other.
Abby, what to do? -- A GENERATION OLDER
DEAR G.O.: If you can, find
out from the warden what the
woman is incarcerated for. (Could
it have been for conning people?
Armed robbery?) Close your wallet and see how your "pen" pal
reacts, because you may not be
her only benefactor.
After she has been released,
there's no guarantee your relationship will evolve into love. In fact,
she could have a change of heart
about committing to someone
who's old enough to be her father.
Please stop and look both ways
before proceeding further.
111011100111

Coffee has health benefits
but is not without risk
DEAR DOCTOR K: I've heard
that coffee is good for your health
-- but I've also heard that it
increases your blood pressure and
heart rate. What's true?
DEAR READER: Right now,
the evidence I'm aware of points
to health benefits for most people from regularly drinking coffee. I'm talking about straight coffee -- minus the cream and sugar.
Straight
coffee is a
nearly calorie-free beverage brimwith
ming
antioxidants.
There's evithat
dence
drinking coffee
might
help prevent
Type 2 diaBy
and
betes
Dr. Anthony
the
reduce
Komaroff
risk of heart
disease and stroke. And studies
show lower rates of gout and liver
disease among regular coffee
drinkers.
Caffeine, a plant-based substance that stimulates the brain
and nervous system, is by far the
most studied compound in coffee. (It's what provides your morning jolt.) But coffee is a complex brew that contains hundreds,
if not thousands, of components.
Among these are vitamins, minerals, and potent, plant-based antiinflammatory compounds known as
polyphenols.
Most likely, it's the combination of these substances, rather
than caffeine alone, that account
for coffee's potential health benefits. Why do I say that? For one
thing, decal coffee appears to have
the same ability as regular coffee to reduce blood sugar and
decrease insulin resistance. On the
flip side, people who get their
caffeine from sodas and energy
drinks do not see any cardiovascular benefits.
At the same time, you're right

Dr. Kaman*
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EGGS TAKE A TURN FOR
THE WORSE
Dear Heloise: 1 scrambled
six dozen EGGS and placed
them in a hot slow cooker for
Sunday brunch after church services. 1 covered the pot with aluminum foil, put the lid on. then
covered with more aluminum foil
for transport. The eggs were
fine when 1 left the house and
fine when 1 got to church.
We left the foil on the slow cooker until the
brunch. When we removed it, the eggs were yucky!
grayish-green and smelled someThey looked
where between sulfur and fish. We had to throw
them out. What a waste! 1 guess the sulfur in the
eggs reacted with the aluminum. Never again! —
Z., via email
Don't give up! There was a reaction — yes, the
sulfur, but not with the aluminum foil. The iron
and sulfur in the eggs caused the reaction, turning
them green, which is not harmful to eat. Follow
these Heloise hints next time:
Don't cook at a high temperature — lower is
better.
Don't "hold" them too long.
Don't hold them using a direct heat source: They
will continue to cook!
Don't use a cast-iron skillet.
Do "undercook" the scrambled eggs. or they
become rubbery.
Do use stainless steel to cook.
Do use indirect heat to hold them, such as hot
water, like at a steam table.— Heloise

by
Heloise

puzzle

PIE^ N Li TS"')

5-20

MICROWAVE TOPPER
Dear Heloise: Cooking a cup or mug of soup.
stew or other food in a microwave and don't want
it to "explode" in the oven? Cover the top with a
coffee filter. Works like a charm. — A Reider. via
email
BAKING-SODA USES
Dear Heloise: I use baking soda in my refrigerator to absorb odors. When I change the box
every month or so, I use the old baking soda as
scouring powder rather than throwing it away. —
Lynda C., via email
Lynda, this is a classic Heloise hint. You are
getting double duty from one of my favorite products, are saving money and are using an environmentally friendly cleaner to boot! My Heloise 's Baking Soda Hints and Recipes pamphlet is a perfect
resource for my favorite hints for cleaning, deodorizing and baking some great recipes with baking
soda. You can order a pamphlet online at
www.Heloise.com, or by sending $5 and a long,
self-addressed, stamped (70 cents) envelope to:
Heloise/Baking Soda, P.O. Box 795001, San Antonio, TX 78279-5001. Did dinner leave stuck-on food
that just won't come clean with dishwashing liquid
alone? Add a sprinkle of baking soda, then a squirt
of dish soap, and yuck begone! — Heloise
LESS MESS
Dear Heloise: Every morning for breakfast. I
eat a large shredded biscuit made of wheat. I found
that when I "scrunched" it up, some of it went flying all over the countertops. Here is my hint: I
scrunch it in the sink on the disposal side. Flying
debris goes down the drain! — Linda W., Bella
Vista, Ark.

Crosswords
ACROSS
1
7
11
12
13
14
15
17
20
23
24
26
27
28
29
31
32
33
34
37
39
43
44
45
46

Appropriate
Gush forth
SEAL's employer
Choir voice
Jon Hamm series
Bad writer
Settle in advance
Pulls along
Verdi pieces
Wall St. debut
Dry wine
For every
Trip segment
Obtained
Annoying
One, for Juan
Manicure targets
Start the bidding
"Taken" star
Perimeter
Luke's mentor
Lacking slack
Place
Guitar boosters
Transferred, in a way

DOWN

8 1
34
27
59
76
1 8
95
42
63

to point out that there also are
some potential health problems
with coffee. In some people, caffeine causes daytime Jitters and
sleepless nights And caffeine does
trigger a shun-term nse in blood
pressure and heart rate. But a
moderate amount of caffeine is
with
Still OK for most people
heart disease. l'he exception IN
people with heart rhythm disorders (arrhythmiu).
In order to reap the potential
cardiovascular benefits from coffee, you need to drink at least
three 8-ounce cups of regular
brewed coffee daily. Decaf is a
good alternative for anyone who
needs to steer clear of caffeine.
These include pregnant women
and anyone with an arrhythmia.
Just avoid the fancy. supersweet coffee shop confections that
more closely resemble dessert than
coffee. These coffee drinks contain a lot of added sugar and too
many calories. (On my website,
AskDoctorK.com,I've put a graphic showing the amount of calories, fat and sugar in an average
coffee drink from a popular coffee chain.)
The best health option is to
prepare your own coffee. Use a
brew or drip method and a paper
filter. Adding a small amount of
sweetener and some low-fat milk
is fine if you need to take a bite
out of the bitterness.
I've given this assessment of
coffee to enough of my patients
that I know the statement can be
misunderstood. So:
-- Drinking coffee regularly is
not so powerful that it will protect you from unhealthy lifestyle
behaviors.
-- You don't need to drink coffee to remain healthy. As we often
talk about in this column, there
are plenty of other ways to protect your health than a regular
cup of java.
(To send questions. go to
AslcDoctorK.com, or write: Ask
Doctor K. 10 Shattuck St., Second Floor, Boston, MA 02115.)

Hints From Heloise
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them any court records or other
documents you may have. Whatever happens after that, your conscience should be clear, because
you will have done your duty as
a mother, and they will have been
given fair warning.
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Personality - Nathan Lamb and
Monica Williams; Most Outgoing Shelley Evans and Peter O'Rourke;
Class Clowns - Dustin Parks and
Heidi Wilson; Most Likely to
Succeed - Erin Grogan and Tom
Richter; Most Dependable - Milton
Stokes and Jennifer Paul; Most
School Spirit - Dallas Rice and
Kelly D. Hale; Most Athletic and Thomas
Beach
Farrah
Hornbuckle; Most Talented Melody Parker and Jeremy Long;
Most Intellectual - Andy Rose and
April Peal; Mr. and Miss CCHS Tyler Bohannon and Monica
Williams; and Most Outstanding Tom Richter.
Thirty years ago
Pictured is Eli Alexander accepting a plaque of appreciation from
Murray High School baseball coach
Cary Miller during MHS's spring
sports banquet. Alexander will
relinquish his duties as athletic
director and willbecome the director of pupil personnel for the
Murray City school system.
Forty years ago
Dale Mathis, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hale Mathis and Patsy Burkeen,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.B.
Burkeen, both seniors at Calloway
County High School. were named
as Outstanding Beta Boy and girl at
the Beta Club Awards Banquet.
Lynn Erwin and Danny Chadwick
of Murray are among eight varsity
cheerleaders chosen at Murray State
University for the football season
next fall.
Fifty years ago
James Frank Wilson, Eddie
Grogan, Woody Herndon, Jim
Adams, Richard Hurt and Walter
Blackburn, all of Murray. are new
officers of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity at Murray State College.
Sixty years ago
Miss Anita Claire Templeton and
Will D.Thornton were married May
7 at Corinth, Mississippi.
Bob Street, Dale Spender. Clyde
Tidwell and Brenda Wilson, all of
Calloway County, won honors at
the Junior Conservation Camp at
Camp Currie.

Mom fears news of ex's abuse
will cause split with her son
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ToyotaTime

Sales Event
ASK ABOUT DEFERRED
PAYMENT FOR 90 DAYS!

TOYOTA

JUST ANNOUNCED! MAY 15-26 ONLY!
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An 2015 SIENNA
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1b OR LOWER YOUR AMOUNT DUE AT LEASE SIGNING!3
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CAMRY SE
36 MONTH LEASE
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ONLY $1,699 DUE AT LEASE SIGNING*
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PER MONTH
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CUSTOMER CASH
$2000 $1500 $1250
2015 PRIUS LIFTBACK
or VENZA

$750
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grow up
Head, th

2015 PRIUS c, RAV4
SIENNA or TUNDRA
CREWMAX

Goa

ON 12 TOYOTA
S!
MODEL
New 2015

Alan

2015 AVALON GAS
or AVALON HYBRID

2015 PRIUS v

to L

COROLLA S-PLUS

$1159

ToyotaCare

$259

'Due at signing include. S7'in TFS Li

'Due at signing includes S1.000 TFS Lease Subvention Cash.

8

SIENNA LE

Faulk

Every New Toyota
Comes With ToyotaCare.

13

To ota's No Cost Maintenance Plan.

Any

AVALON GAS • AVALON HYBRID
CAMRY GAS • CAMRY HYBRID
APR
COROLLA • PRIUS LIFTBACK
LIMITED
PRIUS c• PRIUS v• RAV4
TERM
SIENNA • VENZA • TUNDRA
FINANCING

$750 BONUS CASH ON '15 PRIUS LIFTBACK
Cash must he used thru Toyota Financial services only

ASK ABOUT OUR $1,000 MILITARY & $750 COLLEGE GRAD REBATE PROGRAMS
THAT'S OVER & ABOVE ALL OTHER INCENTIVES!

SEE YOUR LOCAL TOYOTA DEALER TODAY!
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Comics
Commu
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Sports

1

TOYOTA OF MURRAY
1307 South 12th Street • Murray. KY • 270.753.4961
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